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♦
Nothing It so strong as gentle- ♦
♦ nets, nothing to gentle as real •
~ strength —St. Francis De Sales.
■*

NOTICE TO MARINERS
Pox Islands Thoroughfare—Changes
In buoyage made July 29:
Channel Rock Bell Buoy 2 was re
numbered 4. Pish Point Ledge Buoy
4 was renumbered 4. Waterman Ledge
Buoy 8 was renumbered 8. Dobbin
Rock Buoy 8 was renumbered 10
Orlndstone Ledge Buoy 10 was re
numbered 12. Lobster Ledge Buoy 12
was renumbered 14. Post Offioe Ledge
Buoy 14A. which was painted red July
19. was renumbered 18, Cross Island
Ledge Buoy 14 was renumbered 18.
Brown's Head Ledge Buoy 5 was re
numbered 7 and Crabtree Point
Ledge Bujy 18 was renumbered 20.

ANNOUNCING

ST. BERNARD'S LAWN PARTY
MONDAY, AUGUST 5
Doll Parade at 2 F. M. Special Beano for the Youngster,.
at 5.30. Selections by Rockland City Band.
Public Is Cordially Invited

Supper

CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER
In Her Original Character Sketches

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
TUESDAY, AUGUST 6
ADMISSION TICKETS. 55c TO KM. TAX INCLUDED
This is the same performance that Is selling out at $3.00 top at
Bar Harbor

Seats now on sale at the Camden Opera House

Box Office, Telephone 2314

PORTLAND
MAINE SCHOOL OF COMMERCE
Bookkeeping,

Secretarial,

Accounting and

Civil

Service Courses

“Every June graduate of this school now holds a
position"
Write for particulars

142 HIGH STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.

BAKED BEANS AND COLE SLAW
Today ot The PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
Telephone 1380—Will Reserve Yours
BUSINESS FOLKS' SPECIAL
A Delirious Special Supper Tonight

25 CENTS

Rockland. Maine, Saturday, August 3, 1935

Mayor Thurston Tells the Story Of What His
Administration Has Done

To Be Considered By Thomaston Voters Tuesday
Night—Four Viewpoints

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—

business firms and corporations we
In a recent Issue of your paper have been able to carry on without
there was a misleading article di borrowing ln anticipation of taxes.
We have also had excellent coopera
rected against the present adminis
tion from our banks, and I refer you
tration and city. There have been to them and our City Auditor to
other articles by the same author, substantiate the above statements.
but I have Ignored them, knowing
Any city that can show this record
of
cooperation must be made up of
from whence they came. "By their
good
citizens. I believe we have one
works ye shall know them”. How
of the best cities ln the count!?,
ever, I think it poor advertising for
with good schools, churches, and a
the city to give the Impression that real community spirit. Our only
conditions ln Rockland are very bad, need Is employment lor three or
four hunared people through the
financially and otnerwlse.
The present administration has winter months and I feel that the
been ln office less than two years and citizens of Rockland will be able to
work out this problem satisfactorily.
has accomplished the following:
Let all of us be boosters for Rockland.
Reduced the city debt.
We have secured a rock crusher at
Purchased much new equipment
for the highway and fire depart no expense to the city and have used
several hundred tons of crushed rock
ments.
We havp kept our schools open and and gravel on our roads. Broadway.
North Main, and Llmerock Streets
paid the teachers regularly.
Nearly all bills were paid last have been tarred and the upper end
September and the budget balanced of Union Street repaired, which was
at the end of the year. It is our much needed. We have a plan that
if carried out would make It passible
hope to do as well this year.
With the help of government funds to tar all of our principal streets
we have built many sewers, walled within a five year period. Several
several hundred feet of brooks, filled hundred feet of sidewalks have been
ln the city dump which has elimi built or repaired.

nated this nuisance to a great extent
and will give to the city another
valuable piece of property within a
short ttmi. repaired and painted all
city property so that It Is now in the
best of condition, built a concrete
and granite pier at the city landing
and done much grading and filling
ln about the property so that we now
have one of the best landings along
the coast and a much needed public
park. This work has added many
thousands of dollars to the value of
our city.
The above has all been accom
plished through the untiring efforts
of tht city council who have worked
practically without pay. They have
cooperated with me 100% and have
had the irterest of the whole city at
heart rather than trying for favors
ln their own wards at the expense
of the others.
Through the cooperation of our

FOR SALE

BLUEBERRY
FARM

Including a crop of blueberries,
about six tons; «H1 sell cheap for
cash.
NO. WALDOBORO.

ME.
93’lt . I

OAKLAND PARK

KNOX LODGE, NO. 29, I. 0. 0. F.

DANCING
EVERY THURS. & SAT.

MONDAY EVENING, AUG. 5—8. P. M.

TONIGHT

I. O. O. F. HALL, SCHOOL ST.

LLOYD RAFNELL

The voters of Thomaston have a
very Important question before them
at the special town meeting next
Tuesday night—that of building a
new schoolhouse or remodeling the
building that now houses the lower
grades, for either of which purposes
a grant of 45% federal money may be
obtained If the decision Is made
promptly.
At the meeting last month, when
the citizens by a very close vote re
jected a proposition to enlarge the
present building, a variety of motives
came Into play. Some voted against
it because they thought an entirely
new schoolhouse better economy ln
the long run; some because they
thought the present lot too small for
the proposed addition; many from
an exaggerated Idea of the Increased
burden on the taxpayers; and prob
A large mirror from Newburyport, Mass., home of Mrs Edward W. Bok's ably still more because the question
mother. Louisa Knapp Curtis, which will be exhibited at the Penobscot Bay took them somewhat unprepared
Loan Exhibition. Left to right are officers of the executive committee for Since then several meetings of the
the exhibition, Miss Emma S. Alden, secretary: Mrs. Edward J. Cornells, 2nd Parent-Teacher Association have
vice president: and Mrs. Edward W. Bok. chairman of the general committee. been held, open to all Interested citi
zens. at which the problem has been
—Cut loaned by Camden Herald.
discussed from all angles; plans for
different types of buildings have been
secured, with approximate estimates
of cost; ways of remodeling the old
building have been considered; and
methods of financing have been gone
The present city government has
Into more thoroughly. As to the
at all times kept out of partisan
building, the chief possibilities seem
politics, believing that every taxpayer
to be four.
Is entitled to the same consideration
1.—A modern school building of
regardless of his politics.
eight rooms to take care of all the
All members of the Three-Quarter to provide for. In the past there has grades probably through the fifth (lnI have been urged toy many
business men of both parties to be a Century Club who wish to go to the been little difficulty In securing free ! eluding sub-primary) and leave one
candidate for reelection, but I am annual meeting Aug. 15 in Farming- transportation as the public wishes to or two rooms for possible future needs.
not at all anxious to do this. It Is ton should read this notice with espe aid the oldsters In this grand project. One very attractive building of this
I type is estimated to cost from $35 000
These are the town charmen:
my hope that some successful cial care.
Appleton.
Maynard M. Brown in wood to $48 000 In full fireproof
business man will be able to sacrifice
Edward R Veazle has been appoint
John Taylor brick construction — advocated by
his time for the good of our city. It ed chairman of transportation for Camden.
Donald P. Oeorge many because of the saving In paint,
Is of course necessary to give one's Knox County and has named the fol Thomaston,
St George,
Ernest Rawley repairs, and insurance—with brick
whole time to this work.
lowing town chairmen.
So. Thomaston,
Joseph Baum veneer between the two. (a building
If any citizen has any personal
Members wishing to make the trip
A. B Borgerson I of this size and type is now under
grievance against me I would ap should notify their town chairman at Owl's Head.
L. True Spear construction In brick veneer ln Bel
preciate It If he would come and sec once and he will endeavor to secure Rockport.
Union,
Dr. M. C. Stephenson fast for $41 000).
me rather than taking the cowardly free
transportation to and from
2 —A new four-room building and
Warren.
Chester Hall
way of insulting me through the Farmington.
The point is stressed
Friendship,
O. C. Cook the retention of the present Oreen
press.
that all members wishing to go, noti
Cushing,
Clarence Wales Street building This Idea met with
Leforest A. Thurston
fy their town chairman Immediately
Hope,
Mrs. Helen Wentworth considerable favor at first, and might
Mayor in order that he may know how many
Washington.
Harold B. Kaler be deemed advisable If the old build
North Haven,
Foy Brown ing were ln good condition, but when
O. V. Drew It Is considered that the toilets and
Vinalhaven,
C. Earle Ludwlck heating plant there would have to
Rockland.
be renewed anyway, It seems like
better economy to keep all the town's
ORANGE CRUSH BIKE
school plant under two roofs
TO VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN. STONINGTON AND
3. —Enlargement and remodeling
Boy or Girl Will Win Gener
SWAN’S ISLAND
of the present school. As this was
ous Gift August 10 At the project turned down at the last
meeting, no further consideration has
Oakland
been given it, though it Is possible
The bicycle which Is to be given by that different plans might meet
JTX3
the Mack's Orange Crush Bottling Co. some of the objections brought
of Waldoboro to the boy or girl col against that one.
4. —Remodeling of the present
lecting the largest number of bottle
caps from “Orange Crush" Is on dis Oreen Street school, without enlarge
play at Munro's Restaurant, Park ment. so as to cut the present four
"I
JL • 4
1
street. On Aug. 10 prizes will be
awarded at Oakland Park.—adv.
lit
BIG ROCKPORT WEEK

THREE-QUARTER CENTURY CLUB

Members Wishing To Attend Aug. 15 Meeting
Should Notify Their Town Chairmen At Once

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS

wIMIIllll

IN THE CAMDEN AREA

Representative Moran was informed
yesterday by the U. 8. Bureau of Fish
eries that a representative of the bu
reau will be sent to Maine next week
to survey the new Camden Park area
for a suitable site for a rearing pool.
The bureau has made several applica
tions to the Works Progress Admin
istration for funds for hatcheries and
other fishery construction in national
parks and forests and Representative
Moran has asked that similar appli
cation be made for the Camden area.

AND HIS

I. O. O. F. Branches will be present
92-93

GEORGIANS
with Jane Rafnell
8.30 to 12.30.

Admission 4flc

STEAMERS NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE

AMERICAN HOUSE
MAKE FULL USE OF

Clean, Airy Rooms
50c up
308 MAIN ST.,

Our

completeness of the service rendered
by this bank, will appeal to you.

With modem equipment and a

variety of facilities at your disposal
here, we invite you to make use of
our service in connection with all
CHECKING ACCOUNTS

of your financial requirements.

SAFE DEPOSIT

A CORDIAL INVITATION

Russell
Funeral Home
Successor to Bowes & Crozier
9 CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND.
MAINE

A F. Russell, Robert Russell
Mrs. Russell, Asst.
Mrs. Minnie Crosier

Branches at' Union and Rockport
Rockport Branch Tel. Camden 2358

BOXES

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

It is our desire to make this bank

DR. CHAS. N. THURLOW

OF DEPOSIT
LOANS

Make a note of the departments

FOREIGN EXCHANGE
TRAVELLERS*

CHEQUES

and services listed here. You may
need but one or two now, but keep

CHRISTMAS O.UI
COLLECTIONS

always in mind the many other ways

TRUST DEPARTMENT

in which we can be of benefit to you.

with
DR. R. L. STRATTON
Children's Work a Specialty
Office Hours 8.00 to 5.30
TeL 611-M
420 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
87-tf

ROCKLAND,

CAMDEN,

UNION,

VINALHAVEN,

WARREN

REPUBLICAN MEN AND WOMEN
OF KNOX COUNTY

- And All Persons Interested in Constitutional Government
TO ATTEND A MEETING

TUESDAY, AUGUST 6
AT THE HOME OF

Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton,

West Rockport

The Principal Speaker Will Be

JUDGE WILLIAM R. PATTANGALL
WE BUY

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

TO ALL

2.30 Day light Time

as useful to you as possible.

CERTIFICATES

Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock. Daylight Time, every Sunday
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.

ROCKLAND
93*94

COMPLETE SERVICE
Not only the kind of service, but the

Volume 90.................... Number 93.

THREE CENTS A COPT

A SCHOOLHOUSE PROBLEM

SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY

G. M. ALBERT E. LIBBY of Portland, and Grand Officers of other

'Issue

GOOD THINGS ACCOMPLISHED

Bumheimer Brothers
25 CENTS
8BStf

Sxnw

MISS NETTIE BURLEIGH of Vassalboro, and MRS. ELLIS SPEAR of Boston

OLD GOLD

Will Also Address the Group

JEWE LER
<78 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
78-tf

A CORDIAL INVITATION IS EXTENDED TO ALL INTERESTED

Clarence E. Daniels

An Outline of the Program

For Tenth Annual Regatta-

Carnival
The hammers are again ringing on

Rockport’s beautiful waterfront as
final preparations are made for Its
10th annual Carnival-Regatta. Aug.
8. 9,and 10. Thousands of colored
bulbs will be lighted this week. U. 8.
8. Manley, under the command of
Lieut Stuart 8. Purves, will be
stationed ln the harbor from sun
down next Wednesday untlf day
break the following Monday.
The swimming meet Thursday
afternoon under the direction of the
Maine A. A. U. is attracting con
siderable attention. Several wellknown swimmers ln New England are
expected to enter.
The leading attraction of the pro
gram will be an R. K. O. feature and
as usual a thriller. Other attractions
are: Thursday evening. 6 p. m., street
parade; 9 p. m. Donald Welt, young
tenor, Phyllis Leach and Elisha
Richards, song and tap dance; Cornet
solo, Frank Younk; Comet duet,
Frank Young and Leroy Moon; 10:30
R. K. O., and at 11 o’clock the prize
drawing.
Friday afternoon will be seen the
HAJ boat races, kiddie parade and
baby show. Beverly Olendennlng and
Katherine Libby, tap dancers, pre
sentation of Prizes, and a baseball
game. All children wishing to enter
the kiddie parade and baby show
should notify Mrs. Beulah Blakely
at once. Prizes are now being shown
in the window of the LaFolle Gift
Shoppe ln Camden. Friday evening
at 7:00 p. m., will be presented a
Fife and Drum Corps and Margaret
Winslow, acrobatic dancer: 9 p. m. is
the amateur program. Anyone wish
ing to enter should communicate with
Mrs. Beulah Blakely.
R. K. O,

rooms Into eight. Owing to the pro*
portiors of the building It Is not
feasible to make It Into six rooms of
the proper shape and lighting, but It
Is claimed that by doing away with
all corridors, coat-rooms, closet space,
oommunlcatlng doors between the
rooms, and putting the stairways Into
projections on the outside of the
building, the minimum requirements
for classroom space can be met.
These alterations, with the necessary
changes in toilets, heating plant, and
window arrangement, are estimated
at $8000 to $12 000
Perhaps some Thomaston voters are
still asking) “But why do anything
about the schools? Isn't all this
anxiety to rebuild or remodel some
thing new?” Far from ltl The achool
authorities have realized for years
that the sanitary conditions of the
Oreen street school are very bad.
that the heating plant Is threatening
collapse, and that the lighting of the
62-year-old building does not meet
modern state standards. But they
have delayed action hoping that the
change when It came might include a
very necessary Increase ln classroom
accommodations. The fourth grade,
at least unquestionably belongs ln the
building with the younger children.
As far back as 1930 a committee head
ed by the late Henry McDonald was
appointed at town meeting to look
into the possibility of enlarging and
remodeling the school. It reported
that It was highly desirable, but the
depression was young then, and the
matter stood over. Since then the
need has grown more pressing, with
an enrollment ln the grades about 100
larger than 12 years ago and the In
crease mainly ln the lower grades.
Last year an abnormally large first
grade of 49 children could not be di
vided for simple lack of a room to put
them In. which has led to the unsatis
factory makeshift of half-day attend
ance Ever since the new ParentTeacher Association was started last
spring, they have been looking Into
a way to remedy these conditions, and
when they learned that the federal,
government was willing to assume
45% of the coat of either a new or a
remodeled building without taking the
matter out of the hands of the town's
appointees except to see that mate
rials and work come up to standard,
they felt that this was the opportun
ity of a lifetime and must not be let
slip.
The Association Is not committed
to any one plan. They want to see
something done now, while the chance
is here, that will meet the town's
school needs satisfactorily for a gen
eration at least. They hope the vot
ers will turn out ln force on Tuesday
prepared to listen open-mindedly to
all plans and to vote for the one that
will give them the most for their
money.
Vaudeville and a grand display of
Fireworks, surpassing any previous
showing will be seen at 11, and at
1130 grand prize drawing.
Saturday afternoon the Tarratlne
Yacht Club of Dark Harbor will race
Its two fleets, and the Misses Betty
O’Brian. Betty Holmes and Priscilla
Tobin tap dancers will appear on the
stage
Saturday evening, 7 band
concert. 9 Donald Welt, Barbara
Newbert, Acrobatic Dancer Oerman
Band, and Elisha Richards tap
dancer. R. K. O. Vaudeville, grand
prize drawing and the Crowning of
the Queen will climax the events.
Huge midway, merry-go-round,
ferrls wheel, whip, and kiddle cars
will furnish plenty of excitement and
thrills.
Philco radios are built for endur
ance. See them at House-Sherman,
Inc., sole Rockland dealers. Also see
the Marathon Dancers.—adv.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and Uaten to some music at least once
a week The loss of these tastea la a low
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
CHARACTER OF A HAPPY LITE
How happy la he born and tsugSit
hat serveth not another's will;
Whose armour is his honest thought
And simple truth his utmost skill I

Whose passions not his mssters are.
Whose soul la still prepared for death.
Untied unto the world by care
Of public fame, or private breath;
Who envlea none that chance doth
raise
Nor vice: Who never understood
How deepest wounds sre given by
praise;
Nor rules of state, but rules of good:

Who hath bis life from rumors freed.
Whose conscience is bis strong retreat;
Whose state can neither flatterera feed.
Nor ruin make oppressors great;
Who hath hla life from rumours freed.
More of His grace than gifts to lend;
And entertains the harmless day
With a religious book or friend;

—This man Is fresd from servile bands
Of hope to rise, or fear to fall;
Lord of himself, though not of lands;
And having nothing, yet hath all.
—Sir H. Wotton.
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ALL SET FOR CHEST DRIVE

CAMDEN LENGTHENS LEAD

THKKE-TIMES-A-WEEK
My trace Is sufficient tor thee; tor
my strength Is made perfect in weak
ness.—II. Cor. 12:9.

People You Should Know

Great Mass Meeting Is To Be Held Monday Night But Thomaston and St. George Still Have An
—Pres. Carl R. Gray the Speaker
Outside Chance To Win •

FOUR STAR FOLKS ★

★ ★

WHEN PATTANGALL SPEAKS

By HELEN NELSON, Special Staff Feature Writer

mound after Hamalainen had badly
The Camden and Rockport School' Palmer, Mrs Leola Noyes. Mrs Edith
Next Week's Games
The appearance of Portner Chief
(Copyright 1935—By Clauile Most—Reproduction in Any IFay Forbidden)
Injured his pitching hand In an at
Sunday—Camden at Thomaston.
Justice William R. Pattangall as the Band and the Camden Juvenile Band, O'Brien, Mrs Grace Jameson. Mrs
Monday—Thomaston at 8t Oeorge tempt to stop a hot liner knocked by
speakc- at the annual meeting of the both under the leadership of Clarence Bertha Rokes, Mrs Rebecca IngraWiley
Knox County Republican Women's Pish of Camden. wllFplay at the open- j ham. Ward 8. Miss Katherine Keat-! Tuesday—Camden at Rockland
WILLIAM H. GLENDENNING
ALBERT R, HAVENER
Glover who put up a high class IDA MAE DONDIS
Wednesday—St Oeorge at Camden
Club, gives special distinction to this ing mass meeting of the Community Ing. captain. Mrs Israel »"cw. Jr..
Thursday—Rockland at Thomaston, i game at short, opened the first Inning ★ ★★★ A
OW that the Good
opening gesture of the coming year's chest campaign to be held Monday Mrs. Mildred Olnn. M*ss Faith Lurnow—where will be ★ ★★★ 13 there anything that re- ****
with a single. Successive doubles by
Old Summertime" Is
vty. Mrs Hattie Keating. Miss Bar
political campaign, in which the evening at Temple hall at 730
Friday—Open date.
found the chic, smart. ]
* quires more consldera- j
women voters of this party are to j President Carl R Oray of the Union bara Orff. Miss Helen Wltham Ward
Saturday—Camden at St George 1 Frye. Ellis and Thomas yielded three ladles' reads -to-wear shoppe In Rock- tlon than the purchase of a monu- here, we all think of the most re
| scores, but Thomas' at^mpl to stretch land? Of course you already know, ment? We put Into It something of freshing drinks—our favorite bever
take a conspicuous part Interest of pacific Railroad will be the chief 7. Mrs Vivian Hewett, captain. Mrs
Thr league Standing
his hit Into a triple proved unfortu and we can Just hear you say—"Bon all the human contact we have age. to relieve us during these hot.
unusual nature will be manifested in j speaker. Oeneral Chairman Oeorge P P Bicknell
Developments since the last pub- nate. Rockland never scored again Ton Dress Shoppe. 364 Main street.' known with the one we would re- oppressive days, and to thousands
this coming of ex-Justlce Pattangall. B Wood will preside. All men and
Men's Division. Knott C. Rankin
whose powers of analysis, his elo- women In Rockland and Knox County halrman. Rotary Club team. L. E lica^on of the standing would almost until the eighth, when a pair of errors Well you are correct, and when the i member, and we want to feel a genu- nothing Is more satisfying than a
quence of speech, and In particular who arf lnlerested In the various Jones, captain. George Blaney. Dr. R seem to fix first and last positions and hits by Ellis and Thomas brought writrr visited this shoppe, we saw be- ine confidence In the man to whom bottle of "Havener's Delicious Soft
his arraignment of the political party agencies which are connected with L. Stratton. M P Lovejoy. 8uinner but Thomaston, only two games be- one run.
1 fore our very eyes "the pathway to we go with our commission. Wll- Drinks." A visit to the Havener
St Oeorge had a lot of fun in the ! happineaa" for the women and girls Ham H. Olendennlng has devoted his Bottling Works 741 Main street, re
from which as a voter he lately has the Community Chest are cordially Perry, Dr. C. P. French. Theodore hind Camden and St Oeorge 2H
wlUtdrawn. have given to him nation invited to attend There will be no Bird. Dr James Kent. Dr Walter games behind, have not yet thrown in third inning when two scores came In of Rockland community — coats and life to this activity; desftned and [ veals extreme sanitation, pure In| after Putnam had muffed the third
wide prominence. Knox County will solicitation of funds on this occasion Conley. Arthur One; Lions Club the towel The figures:
dresses to fit each person, per made some of the most beautiful gredlents and the utmost carefulness
PC
strike on Smalley Polky's timely hit
W
L
be honored by his visit.
AU members of the general cam-' team. Prank TirreU, captain. Parker
sonality and purse. Each bit of monuments and some of the simplest In handling and bottling. Havener's
1
000
brought
in
two
more
runs.
St
Oeorge
Camden .........— 5
0
I
---------------palgn committee, captains and team Worrey. Axel Brunberg, L McRae.
wearing apparel has a snap and and smallest, and can please you re Ginger Ale Is always a favorite and
555 clinched the game In the seventh
Thomaston ........ 5
4
LICENSE AND PROHIBITION
members In both men’s and women s Dana Newman, Levi Flint. Allan Mur
dash that will fascinate you. The gardlesa of what you desire The they actually make 35 different en
.500
when
an
excusable
error
by
Karl
was
4
ray. A W Gregory, Prank Ingfaham, St George .............. 4
joyable flavors. Albert grew up in
Should you now and then address a divisions will receive full Information
.125 followed by singles off the bats of summer and fall colors are beautiful finest work In the New York Customs
7
Earl Ludwig. David Darrls: Forty Rockland ______ 1
regarding
the
campaign
work
and
also
this
business; earned his first dollar
and
the
amazing
number,
variety
House
is
a
tribute
to
his
skill
and
he
few moments of leisure to reviewing
M Simmons and C Mackie
Club team. L B Cook, captain: Old
This afternoon's exhibition games—
the liquor subject in Its local appli their campaign supplies
Among the features of the erratic and designs assure a correct selec has executed >peclal designs fer peo washing bottles for his Dad; bought
Beginning Tuesday noon and Timers' team. William Saiisom. cap Vinalhaven at St Oeorge; Ault-Wllcations. we think you would be sur
contest were the beautiful line catch tion for every taste. A good ladies' ple all over the country. Both na the business In 1917, and it is the
continuing
every noon thereafter tain.
llamson team of Auburn at Camden. by Hocking and a one-hand back furnisher is a product of birth, tive and foreign granite and marble original Bottling Works In Rockland.
prised to find how markedly public
Industrial team. O. E Wlshman.
opinion Is swinging away lrom its [ throughout next week, promptly at
rather than cultivation. The blend are play to him. because he loves hla- “Chief" chased his first fire wagon
hand stop by Karl
12
15.
a
luncheon-report
meeting
will
1
captain.
Lucius Jones, P P Bicknell
(amdrn 9, Thomaston 6
former belief in that sort of personal
ing of colors, the poise of trimming, Job. Ralph Inherits his Dad's creative In Rockland and never got over the
St George
Chummy Oray hit a ball at Cam
freedom whose appeal was the means be held at Temple hall at which time' R Roland. Basil 8tlnson. Walter
ab r bh tb po a
come from that Innate quality of genius and follows out unique Ideas fever. Now he drives It Instead of
Ladd, J. N Southard. Lloyd Daniels. den Thursday night which would
of upsetting Maine from its century all workers will make their reports
4
mind that is an adornment of nature, of his own, especially in lettering, chasing It. With the Fire DepartStlmpson, 3b ....
The campaign organization Is as fol-1 Allan P McAlary. The names of the have been a home run in any baseball
occupancy of the water wagon. Our
1
which Ida Mae Dondls possesses. There's genuine Interest In their ment since 1904; Chief since 1920.
Wiley, as ------own local field Is set out in all the lows Women's Division. Mrs Mary other workers will be published In the park In the world, but In his eagerness Monaghan, if ....
1
She was born ol Freehold. N. J. Lindsey street plant, plus a million 1 and rather fight fires than eat. Beto cross the plate he suffered a tem
pomp and circumstance of a govern E Southard, chairman—Ward 1, Mrs ' next issue of the paper
8
M Simmons, lb
music and flowers and moonUght. chlsels. “Bill" ate his first peanuts fore the whistle stops blowing, he's
Although the amount to be raised porary lapse of memory and forgot Smalley, 2b......
ment conducted establishment, whose Katherine Derry, captain. Mrs A W
1
Came to Maine when two years old, near La Chine Rapids; sold the Mon out of sight on his way to stop that
monthly sales run Into the thousands Oregory. Mrs Boynton Shadle, Mrs is only 15000 there has never been a to touch third As a result he Is C Mackie, c
11
lived In Rockland 21 years; enjoys a treal Star for his first cash; loves to fire The present modern alarm sys
of dollars; while other legally super- Evelyn Cates, Mrs Walter Britto. Mrs campaign which has been of more lm- credited with only a two-bagger. I Polky, cf __
2
splendid business; am convinced a go gunning. Was christened "BUI” j tem has been installed during his
vtsed activities are augmented by the Fellce Dodge, Mrs Lucius Jones Ward I portance to the community than this This occurred in the first inning, and Hocking, rf ..
1
charm hovers over her, but for the and being an Elk. makes him twin regime, equipment has "stepped-up,’’
may
have
been
the
turning
point
of
output of scores of less fashionable 2. Mrs Lucy Rankin, captain. Mrs R one It is absolutely necessary that
0
Colbath, p ..
sake of me can't detect which or* Bills—both good ones. Ralph arrived the force has been increased, and our
dives, whence flows the Joy creating E Phllbrick. Mrs G. C. Knight. Mrs the full amount of 85000 be raised in the game as it would have meant a
it is yet; owns many sets of ear rings: on a streak of lightning on Hurri courageous “fire laddies" give a
more
commanding
lead
for
the
visit

beer to which the license gives right Eva Wisner. Mrs Marjorie Cummings order to carry on the work of the five
37 7 12 13 27 9 2
took to her business like Orant took cane Island. Now you know where splendid account of themselves on
of way. and associated here and Mrs Donald Kelsey, Miss Helen organizations In the Chest which In- ors.
Rockland
Richmond or like a Maine bear ab- he gets all that pep. Crazy about protection. A nice platter of lobster
Thomaston
remained
out
In
front
there with refreshments of an even Perry, Mrs Willis Anderson, Mrs • elude the Home for Aged Women, the
ab r bh tb po a
sorbs honey and In short order de- swimming, and always finishes what is all the Chief needs for a good
deadlier character The discerning Jerome Burrows. Ward 3. Mrs Mabel Red Cross Nursing 8ervlce, The Sal- by a 3 to 0 score until the fourth Inn Glover, ss
.... 5 1 2 2 3 3
veloped Into one of Rockland's bestj he starts. They distribute good wUl lunch—with a few extras; always has
citizen competent to form an opinion McLoon, captain. Mrs Stella Bills, ration Army, a very modest amount ing. when the jinx hit hard upon that Karl. 2b ..
business women...........................
.as the sun distributes warmth and are 503 extra pounds of steam in his
of both eras, will tell you that con Mrs Monlra Pillsbury. Mrs Mar;, for the Boy Scouts and only 8300 for team's trail Bucklin dropped Daily's Frye. If ....
Coil and learn: How many years two of the most likeable, go-getting pockets; never worries about traffic
ditions our city enjoyed under pro Ladd. Mrs Emily Stevens. Mrs Made- a new roof to save the OAR rat pop fly. Flanagan miscued onThomas’ Ellis, rf
has she conducted this chic, smart good scouts in Rockland........................ tags; won't knock anybody or any
hibition even with Ita overload of the line Rhodes. Mrs Gladys Estes, Mrs mortal building. Everyone who is em- grounder which had bounded unex- ] ^^maJ
shoppe?
• Phone 502-W and ask: How old thing—but wood, and we hope he's
3
bootlegger, ia infinitely to be pre Bernice Havener. Mrs Charles Rose ployed should contribute as much as pectedly high and Oray patched McAary lb
was Mr. Glendenning when he start a friend of yours.....................................
4
ferred to these present times, with its Mrs Carl Sonntag Miss Charlotte , they can and those who are able to Mayhew Thus the bases were filled Putnam c
ed to carve marble?
growing traffic, the money proceeds BufTum. Ward 4. Miss Caroline assist In the work of solicitation should with nobody out. Curtis Bok chose Io„d cf
Phone 727 and ask: What year was
CLINTON BOWLEY
this psychological moment to pound .Connon
of which pass largely into govern A. Littlefield, captain.
this business established?
Ward 5. report to Women's chairman, Mrs
p
3
mental use. in place of the tills of our Mrs. Katherine deRochemont, cap- Southard, or Mens' chairman, Mr out a clean single Plaisted filed to
Karine WILLIAM A. KENNEDY
and motor oU count I
local merchants.
tain. Mrs Eliza Plummer, l.eutenant. ’ Rankin, at once and volunteer their Robbins, and along came Orion
★*** “UZHO’S WHO" B. L. SEGAL
with you? If so. Clinton Bowley, dis
Wadsworth with the single which
There are to us of the present day
’’
found yesterday ★★★★ ^OTHINO spruces you
33 4 10 14 24 13 3
Mrs. Annabelle Berry, Mrs. Carrie . services.
tributor for Oood Gulf Products is 1 that one of the best places In Rockput Camden one run to the good.
two postulates that fall for consld
1 v up quite so much as a
• Connon batted for Lord In the 9th.
Chick Maynard, who proved him St. Oeorge
eration One Is. that you can't re
0 0 4 0 0 0 2 1 x—7 wanting to meet you at 88 Park street land w get that thirst and aweet snappy new suit. It does something
election
as
so
important
that
they
QUODDY AND 1936
self in this game not only a snappy Rockland ___ 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0—4 Good Gulf straight run gas is pleas- J tooth cured Is at "Kennedy's," 466 , to you Inside, as well as outside. You
store prosperity by the lavish expendi
make extraordinary efforts to carry
Ing thousands of auto owners In and j Main street. The cure, however, is amount to a little more yourself.
ball player but an excellent strate
ture of other people's money; the
Two-base hits, Frye. Ellis. Thomas.
other, that making easy and Increas- fhe |Jea of the Project Is To u
F*ch
gist, laid down a nice bunt and Wads Lord. Stimpson Base on balls, off around this city. Why shouldn't It? not guaranteed to be permanent. Mr. You're bound to take on new Interest
result has a very strong Influence on worth scored Stahl fanned and Cam
Oulf Is uniform In quality. flo-Nox Kennedy sells the choicest candles j to others. B L. Segal, the clothier,
ing the sale of liquors that demoralize
Re-elect Roosevelt
Colbath 2. off French 1. Struck out.
I individual voters elsewhere
a community and unfit it as a rear
den's big inning was over
is now Aviation Oasoiine. Gulf and drinks, and the truth Is, he must 395 Main streeet has the new. snappy,
by
Colbath
8
by
Hamalainen
1.
by
The Democratic campaign in
ing place for the young is one of the
Thomaston took the lead again in French 4 Hit by pitcher Polky. manufactures three nationally adver put something into each piece or : dandy clothing that makes you over
(Boston Herald Editorial I
Maine for the renomlnatio.i ai.d re- the fifth on the strength of singles
sorriest spectacles that mankind can
The gaudy Passamaquoddy project,
Hocking. Karl. Sacrifice hit. Karl, tised, automotive oils, which competi sup that makes you want more and} —gives you that “success-" complex,
election of President Rouii-elt in by Felt. Gray and Flanagan, and two
and
be called to look upon.
tors don’t have. They keep 400 brings you back again. He has fruit, j the ultimate goal of everyone you
on which the federal government has 1936 is under way already Dowa East
infield errors. Camden, which had Alary. OJow an<J
umpires chemists and engineers busy at their smokes, your daily paper, the larg- j meet The clothes fit; they stand
NEXT WEEK’S OPPORTUNITY ; begun to spend 30 or 35 million In the form of the Quoddy miii.ont, meantime swapped Stahl for Bennett.
and BarU>r
Winslov Pittsburgh laboratory to figure out
cst selection of magazines in town,1 hard wear; they're In tune with the
_____
dollars. Is a strange combination of which will revive industry temporarily midstream, tied the score in her half!
....
best results for you. The most up- ! and he even carries wigs and mas newest and their values agree with
Hie coming Monday evening with ,he famiua, an£[ me mysterious, of put people at work and sweeten their of the fifth.
) Manager Maynard sees anything
to-date Lubrltorium east of Portland, j querade do-dads, and if you run I your bank roll. The stork couldn't
its public gathering is to sound the p^j^
science, of the sordid attitude toward the New Deal. Secre
Thomaston did not score again, be- 1
a tet„up when his team tackles
the first indoor lubrltorium to be short of seme of your good household 1 see what he wasdolng ,sohe left "Ben”
final note of preparation in the Com- | an<J the lrfplring In an engineering tary of the Interior Ickes. you may cause of the efficiency of one Mister j the Ault-WUliamson team of Auburn and
built you'll find at Mr Bowley's head-1 medicines — try Kennedy's — Rock- first In Russia. Ben realized It and
muntty Chest campaign
Through
even more
than remember, went to Maine last fall on j Bennett who fanned two In the sev-1 at 4 p
this afternoon The visit- quarters on Park street.
They J land Is the place—the date I'm not j said “one of these days Ill go to
the columns of this paper and the ,
Politically It seems one of the eve of the state and congressional enth and three straight in the eighth ' ors jUg a championship pennant In
operate their own tank boat among telling you, where "Bill" first saw America." At age of 12 he landed,
agency of written information sent I
attfmpts ever made to elections presumably to keep up the Camden clinched the victor) in the I thetr klt
batteries will be Bagby the mails, our people have been :
# gtate QUt Qf | hope of the 1)eOple that passama- eighth and last inning whtn sljj ley and Thomas for Camden and Col the Islands with a 10,000 gallon ca- daylight. Western Union messages and we are all glad, as he's made an
made fully acquainted with the pur- , thelf convltUons and thereby to in quoddy Bay would be developed. 1 scored three runs on singles by May lins and Noel for Auburn. The regu pacity, and this headquarters keeps 12 brought his first coppers. Some day excellent citizen. With a pack on
people busy. The wind blew "Clint” he's going to take the first chance his back he started selling notions
poses and the details of Otis
nuence a presidential election,
President Roosevelt Is now Down East nard and Lord and the three-bagger lar league umpires will work
In through the window at Union. that come9 and beat around the and in one year saved enough to buy
activity. With
loyally mec>u?
in the form of millions of dollars. which Bennett injected into the situ
Helped on the farm for his first "long world to satisfy that travel urge. a team. Continued selling wearing
ation.
"7pXn™iTthe comm" teea. men 1’1®‘" satisfactorily why the President The economic failure of the Quoddy
CITY LEAGUE
green.
” Fresh water fishing Is his Been In business here about all his apparel and in 19C2 opened his first
The victory was Camden's fifth
and women who have pledged them- InataUd on going ahead with this plans will not be apparent by election
top
hobby.
Did detached work "over life; he moved to "The Brook" about store at Camden. In 1903 started
straight
in
the
Twilight
League
and
PC.
W
L
selves to the final activttites of the gorgeous undertaking^ One com- day, but the money. It Is expected,
there" for Uncle Sam on five differ 12 years ago. Was in the lunch busi his clothing store here; member of
put
that
team
two
fuU
games
ahead
889
1
8
Armour
....
Xncral canrass. -mat the widely mission after another reported will have spoken eloquently for him
of her nearest rival. The largest Forty Club
833 ent fronts, and don't Invite him to ness and recreation business. Always Masonic and Odd Fellows; gets a
1
5
Waited will stand ready to co-operate against It. None of them endorsed and other Democratic candidates.
500 stay to dinner unless you mean it— liked to mix with people. Even the kick cruising in the bay; unless I mbs
crowd of the season was present
4
Lions
___________
4
Whether our Down East neighbors
scattered grouos of citizens when it as feasible economically. All of
500
because be needs no tonic for his ap- kids call him "Bill"—you see they my guess fish Is his favorite' food;
Camden
4
Swift
with equal community patriotism , them agreed that It Is practical as an will respond to this appeal will not
ab r bh tb po a
.333 petite. He has been on this spot 11 recognize a kindred spirit. He al took many hurdles before he arriv'd
4
Tiger
there will be no occasion to doubt j engineering feat. Some of them de- be known definitely until the fate
.206 years and makes at least one new ways has room for a good wedge of where he Is; like a motorman always
Dally. cf ..........
I
Ohlsox
Never yet, In these proffered oppor- fended it on social grounds. But ful Tuesday In November of next Lord, ss ..........
000 friend every day. Never cracks down pumpkin pie; likes Will Rogers; is a on the Job. and never seems to miss
5
Legion ................ 0
tunltles for doing good, has Rockland there is little doubt that the power year. A long, long, critical period is Leonard. U ......
Next week's games—Monday, Ar- on anyone Wishing every one of "Do It Now"’ scout; a good health a day at his clothing store and Is an
failed to register itself upon the side will cost more per killowatt than j intervening, and during It. the state- • Boynton .....
mour va. Tiger; Wednesday, Chlsox you "Good Luck" and wants you to member, and you have to live right Inspiration to any American boy.
of success Here it will score again energy developed in a steam plant on of -Mainers will have ample oppor- Gross. If ........
vs Forty Club; Thursday, Lions vs. ] consider this a little friendly visit to belong, and his name Is an ex
Call and ask; How many years nas
the same site. As New England Is tunlty to reflect on the extravagant Thomas, c
0 15
that he can’t get around to In per cellent one to write on your cuff.
he handled furnishings?
Legion.
over-supplied
already
with
electricity,
|
outlay.
If
they
are
as
shrewd
as
they
A WORD FROM THE MAYOR
0 1
Mayhew, rf ...
son..............................................................
Phone 8006 and ask: How many
•
there will be no market for the pro- are supposed to be, they will not be Bok. lb ..........
1 6
Phone 455 and ask: What Is hla different magazines does he carry
CONTINUED IN NEXT ISSUE
LIQUOR DEALER’S STAMP
Mayor Thurston's succinct story of duct except at cut-throat rates, misled.
0
1
Plaisted. 2b
YOU MAY BE NEXT!
present storage capacity?
for you?
some of the achievements of his ad-1
wm certainly not be at1 0
Wadsworth. 3b
•
Here Are Same RegwUUona Concern
mlnlstratlon, appearing upon another tacWd
the northeastern corner of
AT GEORGE HAMLIN'S
GRAND PRIZE—$15 00
2 3
Maynard. If, cf
LEO S. BRAULT
ing It Which Are Important
PRIZES GIVEN EACH ISSUE
page. will, we think. Justify his con- the country, remote from the sections
JOHN A. FROST
0 0
Stahl, p ........
U/H E N your business
FIRST PRIZE—82.00
elusion that the affairs of the city where the manu(actured goods would U. of M. Alumni From Lincoln County
0
0
0
1
3
.
1
1
»"
goes
wrong
you
go
Bennett. p......
For the benefit of the holders of
SECOND PRIZE—$100
have been actively and efficiently car- j
CQnsumed
Planning Reunion
** the contractor's first to a lawyer or banker, or some other
the retail liquor dealer's stamp, ex
•
rled on with view to the general we . rjompctcnt engineers have desired
31 9 7 11 24 6 3 cerpts from these regulations are objective. Styles change. New Ideas business specialist. When your boiler,
RULES
fare. His Honors contention that
time to demonstrate that
University of Maine alumni and un
Thomaston
are continually sprouting. Yesterday tank, stack or iron work go wrong, to
Each issue there will appear differ
quoted:
government In their busy
_ the: n^s
can
be
put
to
work
for
men.
ab r bh tb po a e
dergraduates of Lincoln County will
tll^s
“No person may ship, consign, or gives way to tomorrow, and the man what man can you go with the assur ent paragraphs In this paper bringing
these affairs has sought to eUminate
4 2 2 4 1 3 0 deliver liquor bottles except to such who Is planning to build a home ance that you will be furnished with out distinctive features of Rockland
These blue print gentlemen are sure meet in Boothbay Harbor, Aug 17, for Felt, 2b
the feature of partisan politics, is a
4 1 0 a 1 0 0 distillers, rectifiers. Importers, or wants it to be modem In every re repairs which your machinery really and vicinity institutions. There Is a
er.
3b
that the Job can be done, and the third annual outing of the Lin
question in each story. The person
point upon which tax-paying citizens
4 1 11 0 7 0 1
Bucklin, c .......
naturally they wish to do it on an
spect. That’s one reason why so needs? There is such an expert In sending in the most correct and neat
wholesale
liquor
dealers
as
may
be
generally, will be glad to visit their
coln County University of Maine Gray, p
4 0 3 4 0 3 0
impressively large scale. They look
certified in writing by the Supervisor many demand the services of John Rockland, and his name Is Leo S. est answers to the questions will be
commendation.
given merchandise awards from your
Alumni
Association,
B.
West
Lewis,
4 0 2 4 1 2 3
1.
&s
....
on Quoddy, therefore as a vast
to be entitled under these regulations A Frost. 163 Park streeet. who has Brault. You'll find him at Maine own home merchants each Issue. In
4 0 0 0 7 0 1
b
president of the organization an
laboratory.
There
Is
no
reason
why
his
own
reputation
of
doing
some
of
Central
Wharf,
and
at
the
same
time
to receive.shipment or delivery.”
case of a duplicate, award will be giv
AS TO WHISPERING
4 0 0 0 1 0 0
it.... :
they should be worried as to the nounced today.
“The purchase or sale of used the best homes and cottages around you will find one of the best equipped en each tying contestant. Winners
0
2
2
0
1
1
3
Orafton. rf .....
A plaintive cry comes up from the expense. They know perfectly well
liquor bottles, except as herein pro this Rockland sector. He builds them shops for this work along the Maine and answers published one week from
The meeting will be held at the at
date of story. The Judges' decision
cf ..... .... 3 1 1 0 3 0 0
installed forces at Washington, that that the investment of private capital tractive summer home of Mr. and
vided, and the rouse thereof for big and little. WUl change an in Coast. Leo builds new boilers, tanks, will be final and incontestable.
terior
around
so
you
’
ll
think
you
are
a countrywide campaign of whisper- In such a plant would be so hazardous Mrs. George O. Hamlin who have In
stacks, and repairs old ones. Does
Address Courier-Gazette Contest
34 6 8 14 24 8 5 packaging distilled spirits, are pro
In a new house. Put on roofs, and electric and acetylene welding, and it Editor.
Ing is being launched against their as to be utterly Indefensible.
vited University of Maine men and
• Boynton batted for Leonard in hibited."
Why, then, the insistence of the women to be their guests on this oc
chief executive, a manifestation of
"The possession of used liquor Is Just a little partial to the native would be easier to pull the rocks of
I the 6th.
OPENINGS FOR VETERANS
opposition partisanship, they tell us, President on this heavy Investment? casion. Mr. Hamlin is a member of 1 Camden ............ 0 0 0 5 1 0 0 3—9 bottles by any person other than the cedar shingle, but wUl put on any Rockland apart than undo one of his
A plausible theory has to do with the class of 1900 who has shown
kind you prefer. His Dad was a welding jobs. They send for him at
wringing their hands, that is Just too
Thomaston
..... 1 0 2 0 3 0 0 0—6 person who empties the contents
The Manager of the Veterans' Ad
builder, and John's best Christmas Bar Har'oor, Moosehead Lake — all
bad. We wonder at these things that the state and congressional elections marked interest in University and
Two-base hits. Gray, Grafton, thereof Is prohibited. This shall not
present
as
a
youngster
In
Massachu

push themselves into the devious ways in Maine a year from next September. alumni affairs.
ministration
Facility, Togus, Maine,
over
Maine
because
his
reputation
Is
prevent
the
owner
or
occupant
of
j Maynard. Three base hits, Bennett,
Maine will elect a Governor,
of politics. Would It be thought a
In addition to the alumni, whose j Felt. Base on balls, off Bennett 2. any premises upon which such bottles setts, was a set of tools. Even then a good one. Lowell, Mass., Is where has announced that there are still
matter discourteous to our pained senator, three representatives and a permanent homes are in Lincoln | off Gray 3 8truck out, by Stahl 5. may lawfully be emptied from as he was never happier than when Leo ate his first sugar cookie; adopt openings for veterans ia the Civilian
friends at the capitol If we called at complete state ticket about two County, those University of Maine j by Bennett 6. by Gray 6. Hit by sembling the same in reasonable fussing around with a hammer, some ed Rockland as his native heath when
Conservation Corps. Among other
tention to their “Smear Hoover" cam months in advance of the national men and women whose summer homes J pitcher, Mayhew. Maynard. Double quantities upon such promises for the nails and a couple of boards. "Going he was four; helped his Dad in this
qualifications for enrollment, it is
paign, carried on with a fierceness of contest. The old saying "As goes are In Lincoln County are being in t play. Lord, Plaisted and Bok. Urn- purpose of destruction."
places" la his weakness, and in that same work for his first picnic money;
necessary that a veteran be receiv
malevolence such as no other presi Maine in September so goes the vited to attend. Undergraduates and j pires. Fowler and Prescott. Scorer,
quiet,
unassuming
way
of
his,
he
can
and some day he's going to do noth
In addition to forfeiture of con
dential campaign had known, and to country In November” is still ac three who have already been admitted I Winslow.
tainers, the law provides a penalty take you over more rambles around ing but travel. No use for shirred ing direct or work relief from a relief
which the present occupant of the cepted as correct, and it is measur to the university this fall as fresh
• • • •
of 81C30, Imprisonment for two years, the country than you ever will see eggs—rather eat fish. Wants cran agency, or have dependents on the
chair owes the fact that he is now ably so. The whole country looks men have also been included in the
St. Georgr 7, Roekluid 4
or both, for each violation of the law yourself. Mason; member of Kora berry sauce with his turkey; likes to relief rolls to whom he Is willing to
sitting in it.
Temple; and Elk and one of the livest carve funny faces on pumpkins; make an alloiment of a portion of his
eagerly for the Maine returns, hop list.
Rockland embedded itself a little or regulations.
Officers in charge of the event and more firmly in the basement last
"Hello Bill's in Rockland. Always shakes hands as If he reauy meant
ing to get some Intimation of the
pay received for work In the Civilian
Fine printed stationery costs legs in
dates his letters; easy to talk to; it; always learning something from Conservation Corps. The present en
drift
of
things
elsewhere.
who
are
arranging
the
program
in
night,
after
slugging
out
three
runs
In
August — RYTEX GREYTONE, With
doesn't care for fuss and feathers; youngsters, and he's so everlastingly rollment period will close Aug. 31.
A great victory in Maine for a addition to D. West Lewis '16 of the first inning of its game at 8t.
your name and address, or monogram
there's no room for a grudge in his active he sleeps with one eye open. 1935. Veterans who are Interested in
Boothbay
Harbor
are
Harold
H.
Hagparty
usually
forecasts
a
heavy
vote
George.
Errors
of
omission,
as
well
_ 100 single sheets, or 50 double
nature, and he's a Maine thorough Another thing we learned about Leo— being enrolled in the Corps can ob
sheets, and 50 envelopes for $100 for that same party in the other gett '09, vice president, of North as of commission, spoiled Rockland's
bred, through and through.
he never forgets a friend.
tain application blanks by writing to
Don't fail to see this fine printed states. A close decision indicates Edgecomb, and Selma Gregory '34, brilliant chance, and to a great ex
secretary-treasurer,
of
Boothbay
Hartent
nullified
the
fine
pitching
of
Find
out
for
us
—
What
was
his
first
doubt
as
to
the
general
outcome,
and
Phon'e 9l-R and ask: How many the Manager, Veterans’ Administra
stationery Special at this office
Dick French who went onto the
contract and how long ago?
politicians regard the early Maine bor.
years has he devoted to this work?
tion Facility, Togus, Maine,
adv.
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Many groups formed In front of
The well-baby clinic will be held
FOUR STAR WINNERS
House-Sherman's yesterday, drawn by Monday at the Red Cross rooms with
the marathon dancers.
a physician In attendance. This clinic Today’s List Headed By Mrs.
Is also for the children who are en
Clara Overlock of Wash
The field day of the Maine Pomo- tering school for the first time this
loglcal Society will be held at High- fall and did not attend the regular
ington
moor Farm next Wednesday.
pre-school clinic.
The race for high honors in the
These hot days hold no terrors for "Four Star People You Should j
Clinton Cargill of Warren was com
JlUGUST
mitted to the County Jail yesterday the fortunate employees of McLoon Know" contest grows keener. To- .
after
conviction on a drunken driv Sales & Service due to the fact that day's winner of first honor, Mrs. (
s M T w T F s
the office contains a Frigidalre air
ing charge.
conditioner, the only one In Maine Clara Overlook of Washington has i
1 2 3
Capt. Charles H. Crockett of the The temperature remains cool and already won an award in spite of the
4 5 6 7 8 V 10
flact that distance from this city
steamship
Belfast died suddenly yes the air fresh at all times.
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
terday as the craft was docking at
handicaps her activities. Miss MadeRuth Mayhew Tent held a pleasant
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Boston. He was 58.
outing at the home of Mr;. Carrie lyrx Rawley whose letter won second
£253 27 28 29 30 31
House Wednesday, attended by mem prize has also been successful before
SERMONETTE
The Maine Elks Association, of
Many are adopting the plan of send
which Albert C. Jones is' president, bers and friends. Sewing in the aft
ernoon was followed by covered dish ing in answers every time.
Gospel Hymna
will hold its annual convention at The
Answers should be sent to Contest
supper and beano furnished evening
V.
Samoset Aug. 31-Sept. 1.
diversion. Joined in by several of the Editor care The Courier-Gazette, and
In
concluding
the little series
coming NEir.nBownoon events
should answer the question of the
husbands.
on
the
great
hymns
of the church
Aug 5-Eastern Star field day at GlenHuntley-Hill Post, VT.W., Is hold
same day. one week before.
cove Orange hall
we come now to the collection
Aug. 5—Community Chest Campaign ing only monhly meetings during the
Last Saturday's flashes tell us that
The usual lively interest is center
opens.
known as "Gospel Hymns.” These
Charles Maynard Havener, likeable
Aug 5--Observance of 60th anniversary warm weather. The August session ing around annual Maine Summer
hymns
grew out of a great move
Knox Lodge No 29. I OOF
will be held Monday night.
owner
of
the
happiness
confection

Visitors' Day, to be observed at Bar
Aug 5 lafternooon and evening)—
ment of God, the Moody and
Lawn party and supper on St. Bernard's
Harbor Aug. 16 Gov. Brann will pre ery. 600 Main, has been one of Rock
parish lawn.
Sankey revivals. Many of them
Aug 6—Knox County Republicans < A department council meeting of side and Dr. Walter Damrosch will land's business men 17 years.
Womens Club meets with Mrs E Stew the Veterans of Foreign Wars will be act as master of ceremonies. It is
have been severely criticised by
Cleo W. Hopkins, our fast-stepping
art Orbeton. West Rockport.
musicians as unworthy, from the
Pontiac-Buick
dealer,
tells
us,
the
held
in
Bangor
Sunday,
when
some
Aug 6 -Camdon Opera House. Cor
rumored that Doris Doe. Metropolitan
nelia Otis Skinner
I standpoint of music, to rank with
distinctive
difference
In
appearance,
of
the
preliminary
plans
will
be
made
contralto,
a
former
Bar
Harbor
girl,
Aug 6- West Rockport—Judge Pattan
gall addresses Knox County Woman's for the State convention which that
and being the heaviest car built of its | the hymns that have multiplied
will sing.
Republican Club
through the ages. They have had
wheel base, are the two big reasons
Aug 7—Camden—8t. Thomas' parish organlatlon is to hold In this city next
annual bazaar on rectory lawn.
nd place in the Catholic Church
Knox Lodge, I.O.O F , Is busily en for Pontiac’s popularity.
Aug S-10—Rockport -Carnival-Regatta year.
Aug 9 — South Thomaston — Enter
Alfred S. Plourd. goodwill owner
because they were written, many
gaged in preparations for Its 60th an
tainment. benefit Wesaaweskeag Orange
of them, and compiled largely in
furnace fund
Strand Theatre offers for Sunday. niversary next Monday. The cele of Al’s Hairdressing Salon and Barber
Aug. 12-13—Fifth annual poultry
a Protestant religious movement
Monday and Tuesday "Old Man bration will open at 8 p. m and com Shop, serves around 970 customers a
school at University of Maine
Aug 12-17 — Camden — Exhibition of Rhythm," featuring Buddy Rogers and prise proper ceremonies, an entertain week with excellent service.
that shook this country’ and Eng
antiques at Opera House.
George A. Thurston, natural-bom
land, Scotland and Wales. Every
Aug. 14—Owls Head Church fair and Betty arable. For Wednesday and ment, refreshments and dancing
eupper.
genius, says hts Maine Made Batteries
now
and again some great or
Arthur
E.
Libby
of
Portland,
grand
Thursday,
Noel
Coward's
play,
“
The
Aug. 14 — Thomaston — St, John's
Church summer fair.
ganist refers to them as "Penny
master, and other grand offlesrs of are better, because he uses genuine
Scoundrel;"
Friday
and
Saturday,
Aug 14-Annual State field meeting
Royal" hymns, whatever that may
of the Knox (Statel Academy ol Arts and “Public Hero No. I” featuring Lionel the various branches of Odd Fellow Port Orford Cedar Separators, and
Sciences at Knox Arboretum
has more confidence In his plates.
indicate.
ship are expected to be present.
Aug
14—Teague-Heyer families at Barrymore.
Parker Stlmpson. always smiling I
Maple Orange hall. North Waldoboro.
It is so easy to belittle things
Aug 15—Warren Annual mid-summer
The outing of the Department of owner of the Penobscot Grill, opened
concert at Baptist Church.
like these, but God used them.
Steve Accardl, accompanied by his
Aug 15—Three-Quarter Century Club
this new business June 14.
They were written to serve the
cousin. Michael Lombard?, arrived Maine. Spanish War Auxiliary, is not
meets In Farmington.
Leon J. White, reliable watch
Aug 17—Lincoln County University of Tuesday from New York for a two to be held at the Thorndike cottage.
souls of men and women, and they
Maine Alumni Association meets at
maker. has been making watches be
Boothbay Harbor
I did. by thousands.
weeks' visit. For the past three years Lucia Beach, as an item in Thurs
Aug 17—Boothbay Harbor — Annual
day's paper announced, but at the have 26 years.
Long years after these revivals,
outing of Lincoln County U of M Alum Mr. Accardl has been a member of the
Owen W. Johnston, friendly mana
ni Association
Mrs.
Hattie Davies cottage at Ash
which
I scarcely remember in
New
York
Life
Guard
Service
and
Aug. IS—8esramont—Old Home Sun
ger of Johnston's Drug Store has been
day and 90th anniversary observances at has 17 rescues to his credit. He is Point. Notifications received by Mrs
j' childhood, except as they were reCommunity Church.
Laura Ranlett, general chairman, In connected with this store five years. I ferred to in prayer meetings, I
Aug 21—Martinsville—Ladles Circle employed by the Municipal Shoe Co.
Harold A. Look, lobster authority,
summer fair at Orange hall.
dicate that there will be attendants
■ reported a sermon delivered by
Aug. 21-22 — Thomaston — American
says lobsters the country over are ex i Dwight L. Moody in the City of
from
many
parts
of
the
State.
Pleasant Valley Orange will meet
Legion Fair on the Mall
traordinarily popular, choice of all
Aug 30- Annual ball of Rockland Fire Tuesday at (. Chairmen for booths
Taunton before a great concourse
Department al Ocean View Ball Room
Of much local Interest is the an sea foods.
Sept 2—Labor Day
serving last year have been asked to
of ministers and people in a series
Sept. » Special State election on Refnouncement
that
former
Major
Ken

serve the same as last year. Date for
-rendum questions.
of revival meetings by the Protes8ept 10—city schools open.
neth Lord now bears the title of Lieu
KNOX ARBORETUM
ant churches. Dr. Forbes, the
Sept 25-27—8tate W C.TAJ. convention fair, to be held in September, will be
In Oardlner.
set at this time. A good attendance tenant Colonel, another promotion
Unitarian
minister, presided. What
won by this efficient young man Director Lermond Notes the
Is requested so that the committee
a sermon that was. Mr Moody
COMING REUNIONS
whose army career has been one of
Presence of a Distinguished came down to the office and
Aug. 14—Hall family at Penobscot View can start their usual work along this
steady progress. While a promotion
Orange hall. Olencove.
line.
thanked me. It was my only per
Aug 11—Light reunion at Light's
Visitor
usually indicates a change of station.
Pavilion. Washington.
sonal contact with him. Never
Aug 21—Calderwood family at Wil
Lieut
Col.
Lord
and
his
family
are
William G. Robinson, whose busi
liam Whitney's. Rockport
Arthur B Fuller, a native of Mas have I forgotten him, because as
Aug. 21--Calderwood family at the ness interests are in Gardiner, but hoping for a longer stay at Fort
a great Christian. Dwight L.
home of William Whitney. Rockport
sachusetts, but now living In Cleve
Ethan
Allen,
Vt.,
where
they
are
hap

Aug. 21—Simmons family at the home who likes Rockland so well that he is
land, Ohio, was a caller Wednesday. Moody is unforgettable. I love
of Mr and Mrs James MacLaughlin. almost tempted to come herp and pily situated.
j these old hymns.
Old County road. Rockland.
He is chief preparator of the Cleve
Aug 22 - Hoffses reunion at Jolges spend his declining days, is a guest
iropertv. Thomaston
William A. Holman.
Sheriff Ludwick's force is hot on
land Museum of Natural History and
Aug 31-Sept 1—Annual convention ol at the Narragansett for a,few days
Maine Elks' Association at The Samos* t. looking up old friends, among them the trail this morning of a young
also connected with the Holden Ar
man who has been passing bad checks I
, At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal*
Miss Nellie Teel has employment at one of his old baseball contempoboretum of Ohio. 'Mr. Fuller has
in
local
stores.
He
is
about
five
feet,
raries.John
H.
McGrath,
who
is
a
Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector, the serv
Oinn's Point.
ten inches tall, reddish hair with a j made several trips to Africa and other
patient at Knox Hospital
ices for tomorrow will be: Holy Com
scar on his nose. The checks are countries after wild animals for the
Kents Hill Seminary is to hold its
munion at 7 30: celebration of the
Cleveland
museum.
He
is
leaving
in
Attention waterfowl hunters! Buy tips far drawn to Llloyd Small and
annual reunion Aug. 17.
Holy Eucharist at 10.30 with sermon:
October
for
a
collecting
trip
to
the
a stamp before you shoot. These bear a signature purporting to be that
Tanganyeka region of Africa. He J vespers at 7 30.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hodgdon are stamps are sold at $1 each at first and of E. C. Moran. The plan of pro
• • • •
knows the Latin name of every fern,
sorrowful over the loss of their pet second class postofflees, and are not cedure is for the man to enter a groc
wild flower, shrub, tree. bird, animal,
"Affinity With God" will be the
valid after July 1. Before hunting ery store, order a bill of goods sent to
dog Chico.
and many of the shells. Some years ] subject of the sermon by Rev. Corwin
waterfowl a hunter must validate his some address, presenting the bogus
ago he worked for the Boston Society |
The new O. E. radio featuring the stamp by writing his signature in ink check in payment and dropping out
H. Olds at 10.30 at the Congregational
of
Natural History and for the M.C.Z j
metal tubes originated in G. E's house across the face of it. Remember that of sight with the change. Any per
Church on Sunday. The Lord's Sup
of magic is on display at House-Sher it is unlawful to hunt waterfowl with son securing Information along this of Harvard University.
per will be observed at the close of
He had only words of praise for J the regular service.
man. Inc.
out having a validated stamp in your line should telephone 706, the Sher
what has already been done in the
» • • *
possession.
iffs office. One check was paseed Knox Arboretum and museum and
Hayden B. Wright of Camden,
Rev.
Guy
Vannah.
D.D. of Boston,
this morning.
can see wonderful possibilities ahead
senior at Colby College, is one of the
The echoes of this section of Maine
will be the preacher at the morning
for future development.
15 students winning the Kling (possibly the entire State* were given
service at the Pratt Memorial Metho
Press Herald: Donald E. Merriam.
The program for the State Field
Schlorship of $100 each.
the shock of their Jittery lives at 1 JO 25-year-old Maine youth administra
dist Church. Church School at the
meeting, to be held here Wednesday
The Crie hardware store in the Ma this morning when Rocklands mighty ; tion director, arrived here Thursday Aug. 14, will be out within a day or noon hour. There will be no evening
service.
sonic building is nearly denuded of dlaphone started to blow “53" and night to confer with Administrator two.
a • a •
its contents, which have been trans caught down at full throttle on the Abrahamson concerning the plans de
third
stroke.
A
blat,
prolonged
and
At
First
Church
of Christ. Bciensigned
to
benefit
unemployed
persons
And Still They Come
ferred to H. H. Crie Sz Co.'s main store
in Syndicate block. Denizens of The powerful, resulted that would com between the ages of 16 and 25 years. Previously reported .............. $1,504 00 I tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
Brook confess to a feeling of home pletely ruin the morale of any self In addition to providing work relief J. H. Hobbs. Camden ..........
1 00 streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
sickness at the thought of this vacant respecting echos when it came to emu projects, designed to meet the needs Charles C. Wood. Camden ..
1 00 I and the subject of the Lesson Ser
.50 mon tomorrow will be "Love.” Sunstore and the loss of such a fine old lation. The fire department did its of youth, the program calls for find C. K. Hopkins. Camden ......
stuff,
however,
in
spite
of
the
com

' day School is at 11.45. Wednesday
ing
employment
for
unemployed
neighbor.
petition and found a stubborn par youth in private enterprises, trains
Total to date ....................... $1 506 50 evening testimony meeting is at 7.30.
All Odd Fellows and Rebekahs are tition blaze in progress in the house at them for employment opportunities,
Still to be raised .............. 192 93
invited to the 60th anniversary ob the corner of Camden street and and provides for continuing high
N W Lermond
servance of Knox Lodge. I.O.OF., at Waldo avenue. Considerable damage school and college attendance. Ac
the hall on School street. Monday was done the building which was un tivities of the Youth Administration
The recent picnic of American Le
night at 8 o'clock. Grand Master occupied and in progress of renova in this State probably will not be com gion Auxiliary at the cottage of Mrs
Libby of Portland will be present and tion. R. U. Collins is agent for the menced until permanent space has Corinne Edwards. Crescent Beach
Grand Officers from other I.O.OF. property.
been leased for PWA State Headquar- brought out a goodly number of mem
bers who pronounced the occasion
branches are expected. Refreshments,
ters.
The Sports Editor was well pleased
one of the "best ever” Bathing was
followed by a social hour after the
Thursday to receive a call from Ed
a feature of the afternoon. Wienies
service.
Brown of Bath with whom he played
were toasted over a bzeach fire to
The newspaper cannot make
Rotary's weekly session yesterday baseball back In the good old days ♦
augment the edibles from numerous
use
of
announcements
of
births,
picnic baskets. Surprise dessert was
saw its attendance rpll considerably when Chummy Oray and Horace ♦ marriages and deaths unless
ice cream furnished by Mr. Edwards
enlarged by visitors from many parts Simonton were attracting statewide ♦ accompanied by the name of
who also took the ladies for a sail In
of the country, a condition usual to attention as a battery. Brown con ♦ the sender.
his boat the Corinne Esther.
the summer time and equally appreci fesses to having reached the allotted ♦
ated by the members and their guests, span of life, but he has lost not one
MARRIED
An address by Rev. H. I. Holt of whit of his interest in sports, and to
day umpires ball games, referees
MANK-MERJULL-At Rockport. Aug 1.
Warren and Rockport, dealing with
by Rev. O F Currier. Kenneth E Mank
prize fights and all that sort of thing.
and Miss Evelyn Merrill, both of Hope
the story of the historic Jews, was one
Yep, and he occasionally gets out and
McCORMICK-RIVERS
— At Brighton. ,
ot the most striking and interesting
Mass, July 27. by Rev Leland Anthony.
plays baseball with the boys. "The
Joseph McCormick of Brighton, and
narratives upon a suBJect too little
old arm is still there." said the for- !
Miss Mabelle Rivers, formerly of Cush
understood. A report of a similar ad
ing
mer pitcher, lovingly caressing
dress before the Lions Club print
Want the best value for the
AND
muscles which once stood him in such
DIED
ed in the Thursday issue of this paper,
least money.
good stead. Forty years ago Ed
CANDAGE-At Seal Harbor. Aug. 1.
gave something in detail of Mr. Holt's Brown and his son Walter (who then
Samuel W Candage, a native of Rock
land. aged 66 years.
subject.
We, As a Manufacturer
weighed only 25 pounds* were travel
Established 1840
OLOVER-At Orono, Mr . Aug. 2. Lucy
Andrews,
daughter
ot
the
late
Orris
ing with Charles F. Prescott's Great
Realize that we must satisfy you
Licensed Embalmen and
and Lucy Andrews of Rockland, and
See the Dancing Marathon In
widow of Joseph S. Olover of Camden,
Eastern Circus. The Cycle Whirl was
if we expect to be successful—
Attendants
House-Sherman's window.—adv.
aged 75 years, 4 months. Burial services
one of the great stunts which Ed put John O. Stevens,
and we do.
Alden Ulmer
Sunday. 3 p m . at Mountain View
cemetery. Camden. Rev Mr Olds of
Emily W. Stevens, Ar*hur Andrews
on in his circus days. Over in Bath
Rockland officiating.
Delicious hot dogs, fresh and
he has been city weigher many years
That’s Why
BERRY
—At Camden. Aug. 1. Russell
Day or Night Telephone
steaming hot, soft, fragrant, dally
Berry, aged 17 years. Funeral today at
and Bath folks had better watch their
1 o'clock from Good's funeral home
Our list of Satisfied Customers
fresh rolls at Erskine York's sanitary
450
step, for Ed is also a constable. Taxi
Interment In Searsmont.
Continues to Grow.
dispenser In Camden. Try Erskine's
Representatives in all large cities
business becoming a bit sluggish over
CARD OF THANKS
astoundingly tasty pop corn, the rich
in the United States and Canada
in the Shipyard City, Brown has
We wish to thank the many people who
est flavor, purest butter used—adv.
have been so kind to us In our great be
taken oVer the State agency of SanAMBULANCE
reavement and especially those who
92-93
No-Dust brush, and is having excel- J
worked so hard to save his life and Mr
Service is instantly available.
and Mrs Ralph Crockett for their great
tent success.
Experienced attendant* on duty.
j kindness; also Mr Sawyer for hla won
1855
1935
derful service and Rev. Howard Welch
for the help and comfort that he gave,
Day and Night Telephone
INC.
This week’s prize numbers at Corner
and many, many expressions of sympa
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Diatlnrtive Memorials in
thy shown by the great amount of floral
Drug Store, Inc., are 684. 745 and 751.
450
tributes scut, and my fellow-workmen tor
Granite and Marble
Waldoboro, Me.
Mrs Allison was first last tyeek, Roy 361 MALI ST, ROCKLAND, MT. j thetr tribute.
122Stf
Thonutstan. Me. East Union, Me.
Mr. and Mrs Albert E. Grover and
20-tf
Perry second, and Miss Nettie Jordan
family. Mr. ahd Mrs. Oeorge W Grover
none 114-3
Phone 13-31
Artistic Memorials in Stone
and family. Mrs BUen Conic. Mrs Mary
90893
third.—adv.
Elwell, Mrs. Marie Morton.
■
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People’s Laundry
NEXT WEEK’S SPECIAL

Cleansing and Pressing Service
Quality Work by Home Town Workmen

Free Delivery in Rockland, Camden and Thomaston

We Will Not Be Undersold

TALK OF THE TOWN

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

j To Serve You
Better
You, As a Customer

Funeral Parlors

W. E. Dornan & Son,

4^
P*ES.
I

“ALL OTHER GARMENTS AT EQUALLY LOW PRICES’’

Bear in mind that this is
OUR USUAL HIGH QUALITY WORK
OUR USUAL FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
OUR OWN ROCKLAND WORKMEN
AND
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
B. C. PERM, PROPRIETOR

17 LIMEROCK ST.
The reading room is located at 400 i
Main street, and open week days
from 2 until 5 p. m.
••••
Rev Harry C. Leach. D. D.. pastor
of the First Baptist Church of Hack
ensack. N. J. .will be preacher at the
First Baptist Church, morning sub- (
Ject, “A Peculiar People." evening, i
"The 7-sealed Book of the R. rela
tion." Mrs. Gladys St. Clair Morgan
will sing "Consider the Lilies,” Top-1
llff, and "Just for Today,” Blanche
8eaver. At evening service Evelyn
| Spencer and Muriel Crie. the former
t of Lafayette. R. I, will sing duels.
| Communion will follow morning1
j service. Miss Edna Oregory will be
1 at the organ Sunday. In the absehc*
j of Mrs. Constantine. Rev Siverwrlght.
of Binghampton, N. Y., will have
; charge of the Tuesday evening service.

TEL 170

ROCKLAND

Ao Exthitlro
Futtri of
Afwayi Neat
» n d Smooth

LAUNDERS PERFECTLY

SKIRTS

SAMUEL W. CANDACE

Samuel W. Candage. 66. prominent
Mt.'Desert Island business man. died
I Thursday at his home at Seal Harbor
following a brief Illness.
He was bom In Rockland, son of
the late Byron W. and Margaret
I Simonton Candage He went to Seal
Harbor with hts parents as a child
Mr. Candage was a mason-contractor
and. with hts father and brother, en
gaged in the coal and wood business
j He was a member of Northeast
1 Harbor Lodge, F. * A. M : Anah
J Temple, Mystic Shrine; Knights
Templar. Royal Arch Masons. Knights
of Pythias and Mt. Desert Larger
parish.
He Is survived by his wife, the for
mer Laura McCarthy, one son. By
ron Candage. 2d; one brother. W C.
Doane Candage and a sister, Mrs
John Burke, all of Seal Harbor.

PLAINS
FANCIES

STRIPES
PLAIDS

PASTELS
• • Our selection of new shirts from this famous maker
is most complete. Styled to the minute and carefully
tailored of the latest shirtings, these Whitney Shirts offer
dependable values . . . plus the exclusive Point-Setter
Collar that keeps the points always flat and neat.

$1.50 and $2.00

PARK THEATRE
Edmund Lowe Is off to a new peak
of popularity as a result of his per
formance in “Black Sheep,” which
comes Monday and Tuesday. In
"Black Sheep," Edmund Lowe plays
the part of a professional ship |

GREGORY’S

gambler who Is returning to New
York on the secondclass deck because i
the cards and the horses wouldn't be- ,
have abroad.
Claire Trevor, as an actress who is |
“walking home" from her first trip !
to the Continent, joins forces with ■
Edmund Lowe to back a romance anti
keep a captivating adventuress, Ad
rienne Ames, from a desperate move
Involving the life of a young playboy,
Tom Brown, who wouldn't play her
game.
The story zips merrily along In a
fast comedy vein with the underlying
drama coming more and more fre
quently to the surface.—adv.

MR. AND MRS. THRIFTY

Most of us arc familiar with the
story of the colored brother in a
southern town who was approached
by a labor agent seeking recruits for
a construction contract In a nearby
state.
"Look here, boy,” said the white
man, “Would you like to have some
nice steady work?”
The darky stirred uneasily, where
he reclined against the sunny side of,
a cotton bale.
“Not If I kin get anything else to 1
do,” he stated, truthfully.

Twelve years agh the Thrlfties had saved EIGHT HUNDRED
DOLLARS. They borrowed SIXTEEN HUNDRED from ROCK
LAND LOAN A BUILDING ASSOCIATION and purchased a very
satisfactory hohir fdt TWENTY-FOUR HINDRED. Their pay
ments of SIXTEEN DOLLARS per month for 146 months to the As
sociation have cancelled the loan and they now own their attractive
home free from debt. Now let’s figure a little. Payments to the
Association of slkteen dollars a month for 144 months, $2336.00.
This paid the $1600.00 loan, leaving the net eoat $736.00 and no rent
to pay for thr 146 months. Isn't this worth looking into?

bum

i« i n ia
ROCKLAND, ME.

18 SCIIOOL STREET,

LIKE A LETTER FROM HOME
To those away for a month, a year, or a decade,

The Couri *r-Gazette, thrice weekly, brings

the

friendly word of home town folks and happenings.

Subscribe today

Phone 770.

FAMOUS IMPERSONATOR

FRIENDSHIP

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
Maine's waterfront.
Where'er the keel of our good ship
The sea's rough field shall plough,—
Where'er her tossing spars shall drip
With salt-spray caught below,—
That ship must heed her masters beck.
Her helm obey his hand.
And seamen tread her reeling deck
As tf they trod the land
—John Oreenleaf Whittier.

Pond

Mrs Ralph Watson has returned to
Hanover after a month's visit at this
station Keeper and Mrs Pickett ac
companied them. They visited at the
Mt. Crescent House at Randolph.
N. H for four days and Keeper Pick
ett went up Mt Washington by mo
tor. Mrs Pickett stayed at The Glen
House and said that Mt. Crescent
was high enough for her Thence
they motored to Hanover. N. H. for a
few days and on return to Popham
Beach called on the Keeper at Port
Popham Light and had supper there
Ralph Morong was sub keeper while
Keeper Pickett was on a pleasure
trip.
Keeper and Mrs Pickett remeirtber
the good times they had on Matlnlcus
Rock, and the latter still holds the
prize she won for driving nails.
Over the air we are sending our
greeting to all seamen and bidding a
gay ' Hello'' to readers of our column
Good weather Is at present favor
ing us after a long siege of depressing
fog which we hope will make Itself
scarce from now on.
Harry Roach’s family are visiting
Mrs Roach's father Thomas McPhee
at Fisherman Island for two weeks
Harrs has returned to Boston but Is
expected here Sunday
Capt. Eddie Oamage of the Coast
Ouard Station at Damlscove Island
is on sick leave.
Capt E. W Mitchell and Millard
Rhbitwon were callers recently on
Mary D Loud at Loudville.
Keeper Robinson and E W.
shore time ago for mall and supplies
Mitchell made a trip to Boothbay a
, Mabel Robinpon is visiting Mrs.
Sadie Roach at Fisherman Island.
Mr Rice of East Boothbay Harbor
called at the station recently and gave
us fresh mackerel, a very acceptable
gift, and we certainly found them
tasty food.
• • • •

Every-Other-Daf
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W. C. Dow, son Richard of Portland
Misses Elizabeth and Marion Sterling
of Peaks Island and Arthur Harlow
of South Portland.
A crowd was on the reservation last
Sunday from early morn until late
evening drinking ln pure, healthy at
mosphere and viewing scenery
We anticipate some exciting games
in the near future as a huge check
erboard Is ln the making.
P. O Hilt. Mrs. R T. Sterling. Mrs
W. C. Dow and Mrs Hilt called Wed
nesday on Mrs Lillian Brown and at
the home of Mr and Mrs. Eugene
Warren of Rockland. Mrs. Lucy E.
Robinson. Mrs E E Kinney and Miss
N H Kinney of St Oeorge The Hilts
also attended funeral services held for
Mrs. Nellie P. Wellington of Warren
A real lawn party was held at the
station Tuesdav evening when we all
abandoned coats, rolled up sleeves
and dug to it. pulled weeds, mowed,
trimmed and raked grass What a
party and did that lawn get a
shampoo! We had callers and they
evidently believe ln co-operation for
they Joined, heart and hands and we
believe "Many hands make light

Matinirus Rock
Government machinists Webster
and Wagner are at this station over
hauling fog signal engines. They are
boarding with First Assistant H. A.
Ball
Mrs. W E. Thompson and children
are spending a few days at Matlnlcus
with her sister Mrs. Ruth Thompson,
son.
Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes and
daughter Betty Ann of Rockport
spent a ten day vacation with Keeper
Robinson and family.
Crosby Ames and a party from
Matlnlcus visited at the station re
cently.
Tender Hibiscus was changing
buoys at Matlnlcus July 25.
It is a pleasure to have nice waether
and sunshine, after a long spell of
fog
Best wishes to all along the coast.
• • • •

The Cuckolds
Hello, Lighthouse friends along the
coast! We are back again with a
little news of interest.
The Hex called July 17 at our sta
tion and landed water, also July 25
discharging fuel oil.
Mr Samson, assistant superintend
ent. and Jack Lyons, government ma
chinist. was here July 24 to do repair
work on the engines. They spent the
night with us and we certainly en
joyed their company.
Mr. Eaton was a visitor at our sta
tion recently. He has been coming to
Newagen for 35 years. His sentiments
are "You can blow the fog horn all
you like because it Just lulls me to
6leep. but if you let a neighbo-'s dog
bark it drives me crazy.”
Visitors at this light this week num
bered 23.
The Coast Girard plane 136 passed
over the station recently, going west.
Mrs. Seavey and family who spent
a few days at Newagen have returned
home.
Fog has been persistent here and
we have blown the whistle 212 hours
this month.
This Is the extent of our news bulle
tin for this time, so we will sign off
with best regards to all our Light
house friends.
• • • *

work."
• • • •
Libby Island
While everyone ashore was recently
uncomfortably warm, we enjoyed fine,
cool weather here
Mrs. Jasper Chenney and children.
Roland and Ella May have arrived
here for the remainder of the sum
mer Mrs. Chennev's trip was de
layed a few days owing to an Infec
tion It is much better now and we
hope she will have no further trouble
with it.
Mr and Mrs Gleason Colberth and
family have had a four-day leave of
absence which they spent at their
home in Bucks Harbor
Winslow Johnson of Machias has
been guest of Arnold Wass the past
week.
Jasper Chennev's health Is much
improved after a brief illness of tonailitls.
Mr. and Mrs Gleason Colberth were
business visitors tn Machias last
week
Forrest Chenney has returned to
Lubec after a three-weeks' visit here
Mrs Nellie Dobbin. Marguerite
Beal. Merritt Wright and young Har
ley Dobbin passed a day recently with
Mrs. Dobbin's sister. Mrs. Oleason
Colberth
Mrs. Robert Oratto. Mrs. James
Plant and son Philip, and Gates
Longfellow, with guests from Water
ville. recently passed a well-remem
bered day here, ideal for a picnic.
They enjoyed gathering the many
different kinds of wild flowers and
the cool sea breeze, also the trip to
and from the Island.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H Wass and son
Arnold, have returned from a week’s
vacation. They passed a short time
with their son. Philmore who is em
ployed at Bar Harbor and also visited
their daughters. Mrs. George Wood
ward ln Olencove and Mrs. Walter
Whitney in Saco On return they
were guests of Mr Wass' sister. Mrs.
William Merritt of South Portland.
While they were in Saco, their son.
Irwin of Isles of Shoals Coast Guard
Station, had a 48-hour furlough
which he spent with them. A trip to
the White Mountains was gTeatly en
joyed, as were the many points of
interest viewed enroute

Trim and Washable

Portland Head
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Thomas of
Portland called Monday evening on
Mrs. R. T. Sterling.
Melvin Oilchrest, Mrs. E. A
Thomas. Mrs. E. G. Doolev, Mr. and
Mrs. E. D. Hilt and son Velmore of
St. George visited Sunday with F O.
Hilt and family.
Misses Elizabeth and Marion Ster
ling of Peak’s Island were guests Sun
day of Mr. and Mrs Thayer Sterling.
It required an extension on tables
last Sunday night when the crowd
gathered. Visitors were Mr. and Mrs.

York-Puri*

Pxdisxi
washable rayon print, with
its tntmvwttng drawn work trim
«n the bodice and Ms nttte shoulder
cape, is enhanced by its smart noeesaoriee. the perforated T-etrap
sandals with senfSem heels, tha
large pooch bag of lacquered fabric,
the white glovee and
hat with simple crossed
sign.

Stampnology

Mrs. Blanche Wallace passed last
Thursday evening with Mrs Oertrude
Oliver.
Dr. Prank Foster Dean of Tusculum
College. Greeneville. Ttnn.. gave an
Interesting talk Sunday evening at
the Methodist Church, his subject
being. "The Relation of Religion to
Education". The address was in
structive and helpful and greatly ap
preciated by pastor and congregation.
Mrs. Nellie H. H*n» who has been
guest of Mrs J. W Tufts at Martin's
Point has returned to Newton Centre,
Mass
,
Mrs. Helen Simmons and daughter
Oeneva. and Mrs. Edna Simmons
and young son. Lewis, motored
recently to Wheeler s Bay and called
on Mrs. Bennett.
Miss Clara Simmons has returned
to Lewiston after a visit with Miss
Flora Wallace.
Miss Mildred Mitchell ot Portland
Is passing a vacation with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. John Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs Ray Wlnchenpaw and
daughter. Betty, Mrs. Carrie MacFarland and Chester Brown were
luncheon guests of Mrs. Oertrude
Oliver and Llewellyn Oliver last Sun
day evening.
Mrs Helen Simmons and family
were Rockland visitors Monday.

Paul Wotton and Sherman Wotton
of Lynn.
passed last weekend
with their parents. Mt. and Mrs.
Walter Wotton.
Mrs. Olivia Hoffses has employ-

Cornelia Otla Skinner Appears At Uncle Sam Not Going To
Camden Opera House Tuesday
Allow So Many Ducks
Night

By John Oulstln
These stamp subjects are sponsored
through the courtesy of The Oourier-Oaaette. to broaden the general
knowledge of the average collector,
along historical and gcographica'.
educational lines. The information
is strictly authentic. The writer
seeks to discuss United 8tates pommemoratlve stamps only and solicits
criticism; also Invites criticisms, etc
....
No 7 —Eight Cent—Columbus Reatored to Favor; after a painting by
Jover. This stamp was delayed ln
making its appearance with the rest
of the set. for reasons unknown to
your columnist, not being Issued until
March 3 It was printed ln magenta
from plates n-129-130-l»l-132 and
133 The amount was 10.656.550.
No. 6—Ten Cent—Columbus Pre
senting Natives, after a painting of
Lulggl Oregorl at the Univeraity of
Notre Dame 8outh Bend Ind. Color,
dark brown, sometimes called vandyke brown, from plates Y-99-100101-102-103; 16516950 were issued.
• • • •

Roumania has issued a semi-postal
<* flve «”*•• ln honor of lhe bov
scouts These stamps are very at
tractive and would be fine Items in
anyone's collection The first three
only.
Mxt
j,|gheSt values carry surtax. The
a ojlve
,hows a scout
j saluting, almost Fasclstt style. Upon

RULES ARE RIGID

Killed This Year
Cornelia Otis Skinner appears at
Camden Opera House next Tuesday
evening at 8 30 under the auspices of
the Camden Relief Association. Pa-1
mous daughter of the famous romantic
actor. Otis Skinner, Miss Skinner
stands as one of the foremost im- [

Outlining the "most rigid regula
tions ln the history of American wildfowling." J. N. Darling, chief of the
Biological Survey, said the Nation's
duck hunters will have 30 days of
shooting this fall. Darling said the
personators before the public.
regulations had been approved by
Acting, playwriting, music, makeup, President Roosevelt and that he ex
costume, all the substance and the pected them to save 50 per cent of
surfaces of the theatre are hefs by j the increase in ducks this year.
the right of birth and environment,
Shooting over baited water on land
yearning and learning Prom earll- J will be prohibited. No live decoys
est childhood she was making plays can be used at any place Zoning of
and acting ln them, strutting about j states by seasons will be eliminated I
ln costumes gleaned from, her father's and the Nation will be divided into
trunks, trying hb grease paints, wear two zones. Northern and Southern.
ing his wigs.
Shooting will be permitted only be
She was obsessed to make her own tween 7 a. m. and 4 p. m.
roles as well as act ln them.
Possession of more than one day's
She has played across the continent bag limit, which was reduced from 12
and back, several times. Her debut to 10. will be Illegal. A three-shell
with "The Wives of Henry Vin " was limit on auto-loading and repeating
made at Knole House. England, where shotguns will become effective.
some of the prototypes actually IRed.
The season will open in Northern
and Lohdon audiences flock to see states Oct 21 and close Nov. 19. In
her whenever she goes for an en- ; Southern States it will be from Nov.
gagement there.
20 to Dec. 19
Exquisitely poised, lovely of face and ! States ln the Northern sone Include
figure, she Is rarely well equipped for Maine.
the field she has chosen. She knows
No open season will be allowed on
how to be poignant, understanding, bufflehead ducks. Ross's 'geese, or
and very funny ln the brief confines swan.
of a single monologue. Her charac
Darling said the restrictions were
ter sketches are gems of classical ad the only alternative to a closed season
ventures. Words are futile things in
“We've killed more ducks than we
the endeavor to portray the charm have hatched every year for the last
and talent of this unique actress—one 35 years.' he declared.
has to see her. to hear her. to realize
He estimated 24 000,000 ducks will
her to the full.
fly South this fall and 12.000.00 be

ment for the remainder of the season the 1 L violet Is the scout bugler
at Christmas Cove.
Two scouts with flags upon the 2L
Mr. and Mrs. Bedfleld Miller and dark green King Carol ln his scoutdaughter Loma, son Hadley, and j master uniform upon the 6+1LJ
PLAYS “OOM-PAH” HORN
granddaughter.
Leatrtce
Davis. brown »nd on
,M'-aL d*P Wu€
motored Sunday to Rockland where »» thr~ *ouU marchin« as a cen-, Kilton Vlnal Smith Has Another
they called on Mr Miller's sister.'
dMl«n
fach valuf th>!
Hobby and That Is Wrestling
scout badge and initials "GETTER''
Mrs. Bernice Osier.
j appear con'nicuou'lv
Mention is
When Wagnerian music sounds
I S Bailey of Boston w as a recent
made on account of the great scout- particularly full-bodied, plentiful and
visitor at Martin's Point.
Jamboree taking place next month in intricate work Is being done by what
Mrs. Helen Simmons, her daughter. Washington D C., and boy scout col In a brass band you may have re
Oeneva. son Leland and Mrs Carrie lectors should make this lovely addi- ferred to as the "oom-pah" horn. In
Lawrv and two children were guests | tion to their ph latelle accumulation the orchestra It Is known as the bass
Friday of Mrs. Simmons' daughter
tuba, lowest-toned of the brass in- '
Edna Simmons of Long Island.
The postoffice department upon ( struments. and that is what Esplanade
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wotton and acceptance of the Auburn airport by concertgoers hear Ktlton Vlnal Smith |
son. Russell, were callers Sunday on the commerce department would ex-! play in
thunderous Wagnerian ,
Mr and Mrs. Clemer Bums of South tend the airmail service now being passages.
maintained ln Maine by National Air- j Mr Smith Is a native of Vinalha- '
Waldoboro
ways, to Auburn and Lewiston. "How- ven. He inherited musical talent from
Mrs. Emma Morton and daughter.
many first flight collectors, covered his mother, singer and pianist, who
Mrs Lena Davis, visited Mrs. Isa
the second inauguration of Airmail in was graduated from the New England
Morton in South Waldoboro recently.
Maine." June 6 1934.
Conservatory.
Visitors Sunday at the home of
• • • •
But at 13 Mr Smith took to the
Mr. and Mrs. Simmons were Mr and
trombone. Instead of following his
The
Editor
of
Mikeel
’
s
Weekly
Mrs. Maurice Simmons of Long
Stamp News selects the 1-C Yosemite mother's example. He was later ac
Island. Mrs. Alta Coates and son
and 5-C Yellowstone of the National cepted as a trombone pupil by Julius
Edward of Thomaston and Mrs. Car
Parks as his two prime favorites in Ralchman. and eventually studied the
rie La wry and two children
the ten stamps of this scenic set and tuba also. Arthur Fielder granted
Mrs. N S Rever and John Stan
honors for the third most beautiful him an audition, and as a result gave
dish of Eest Waldoboro were recent
goes to the 7-C Acadia at Bar Harbor. him his first big opportunity by en
visitors ln town.
Here is where I agree to disagree with rolling him in the Esplanade Orches
Mr. and Mrs. P. O. Winchenbaugh [ the gentleman
I place the 7-C tra He has played tn that group for
and son. Vinson, and daughter. Acadia ln number one position, and four years, for three years in the
Phyllis and Irma Peterson of Bed- !
Mesa yerde and 6-C Crater Lake, Pops, and for two years ln the regu
ford. Masr are passing a vacation blue, second and third respectively lar winter concerts of the Boston
at Bradford’s Point.
How about forming a stamp club, Symphony, sometimes playing trom
ln Knox County?" If you are Inter bone. sometimes bass tuba.
Mr. 8mith has a strikingly power
MATINICUS
ested. kindly communicate with vour
columnist and the necessary forward ful-looking physique, which leaves no
Mrs Isabelle Ripley recently enter steps shall be taken If you love your doubt as to his ability to meet heavy
tained as guests Miss Joesphine hobby. I say once again, organize.
demands of breath control in hi?
Baker and Miss Burbank.
playing One also Is not surprised at
Mrs. Gilbert Baker and daughter
his choice of a hobby
He Is an
BIG FIVE LEAGUE
Glenn of Auburn are visiting Mrs
ardent amateur wrestler and a fan
Baker's sister, Mrs. Arthur Phllbrook
for wrestling matches.
Rockport 9. Thomaston 2
Mrs. Judson Young has returned
Rockport won its eighth consecutive
from Rockland where she received league game at the expense of South
STONINGTON
medical treatment.
Thomaston at Rockport WednesdayKenneth and Leona Webber of night by the score of 9-2. Scoring
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Harmon of
South Portland are visiting their twice ln the first Rockport was never Winter Harbor and Dr. and Mrs
grandmother Mrs Flora Phllbrook
headed. In the third Rockport made Wenzel of Hartford. Oonn.. were
Rev and Mrs. Mayhew of South the victory certain when thev scored recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. R W.
Oardlner have been spending a few five runs on seven straight hits. Cousins.
days with Mr. Kershbaum and Cram held the Keag heloless allow
Mrs Mina Miles who has been
family.
ing two scattered hits.
visiting her sisters, Mrs. Annie
Mr. and Mrs. Paulsen and son of
Richardson and Miss Abbie Montelth
South Thomaston
Westbrook are with Mr and Mrs.
ab r bh po a e has returned to Bucksport.
Milton Phllbrook for a few days
3 0 0 8 0 0
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Scarcie have
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hutchins were Black, c ..................
W. Drlnkwater. If.. 3 0 0 0 0 0 been passing a week with Mr. Beard’s
ln Rockland recently to attend the
O. Baum, lb.......... 2 1 0 4 1 0 parents. Mr and Mrs. Marino Scarci
funeral of Mr. Hutchins' sister, Mrs.
Am. Maklnen cf .. 3 0 0 1 0 0
Harold Hutchinson has moved to
Alice Redman
Hopkins, ss -------- 1 1 0 1 1 0 the Harry Smith house.
P. D. Foote of New York Is spend
L. Drlnkwater. p .. 2 0 1 1 0 1
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Cole of Sun
ing a vacation at Ernest Young's.
Jackson. 2b .......... 3 0 1 2 1 0 set were visitors Sunday at the home
Harold Ames of Reading. Mass. is
3 0 0 0 0 2 of Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Hutchinson.
visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs. Am Maklnen rf ....
0 0 1 2 1
Sleeper.
3b
............
2
Mrs Kate Smith has employment
Prank Ames.
ln Sunset.
Mr. and Mrs. Hawrthome and
22 2 2 18 5 4
Mrs. Lena Herrick of Rockland is
daughter Eunice of New York are
port
passing a vacation ln one of Marion
passing a week with her sister, Miss
ab r bh po a e Mary Turley.
Young’s cottages. Mr. Hawthorne, for
4 1 1 0 1 0
several summers, was pastor of the Miller. 3b........
Gertrude Smith has recently ob
3 1 1 2 1 0 tained employment in Bangor.
H.
Graffam,
2b
......
church here.
* • • •
Mrs. Weston Thompson and family M. Graffam, ss ...... 4 1 1 2 0 0
67th Wedding Anniversary
of Matlnlcus Rock have been visiting Turner, c________ 4 1 2 8 2 0
Mrs. Thompson's sister. Mrs. Norman Bohndell, rf .......... 4 1 9 2 0 0
Mt. and Mrs. Joseph S. Eaton
4 1 2 0 0 0 celebrated the 67th anniversary of
E. Crockett, cf
Thompson for a few days.
Mrs. Orren Ames is spending a Nash. If ________ 3 1 1 0 0 0 their marriage July 29 at their home
short time in Albion with her parents. Snow. If ................ 1 0 n 0 0 0 here. Mr. and Mrs. Eaton were mar
4 1 1 7 0 0
A supper and dance were held at Moon, lb ........
ried ln 1868 at Isle au Haut by Elisha
3 1 2 0 0 0
the hall Wednesday for the benefit Cram, p ........
Grant. J. P. They made their home
of the Matlnlcus Nurse's Association.
there for three years, removing to
A large crowd was in attendance. ................ 34 9 14 21 4 0
Oreens Landing, now Stonington
Two-base hit, Miller. Struck out.
Music was furnished by Leslie Hupper
where they have 6lnce lived and
and Harold Anderson of Criehaven. by Drlnkwater 6. by Cram 7. Bases made many friends.
on balls, off Cram 4. Hit by pitcher,
Mr. Eaton was bom at Isle au Haut
H. Graffam. Cram. Umpires, John
GLENCOVE
Dec. 27, 1847 and Mrs. Eaton at
son and Payson.
Green's Landing, Nov. 16, 1850. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Waldron have
Eaton has been a Mason 52 years,
had as guests this week Mr. and Mrs.
APPLETON
having Joined Marine Lodge at Deer
Maynard Waldron and son Maynard
Isle. He Is the only living charter
Thirty students from Th« Church
Jr., and daughter Norma of Beverly,
member of Reliance Lodge of this
of God music school went last Satur
Mass.
town. At one time he served as
Joseph Ross and Mrs. Mildred day to Portland, where there is large
captain
of the New York tug boat,
Hager of Weston, Mass., who are church with several pupils enrolled.
summering at Bayside, were guests Prof. Miller of Pennsylvania has a Clipper, engaged In towing stone to
large band class and there will be the Bar Harbor breakwater which
Wednesday of Mrs. Helen Hall.
Merton Taylor has had an out- fine music during the Campmeeting was then in process of construction.
of-door electric ~ meter Installed re the last ten days of August, continu Mr. Eaton is a holder of the Boston
cently at his home, first of the kind ing until Labor Day. Several new Post gold headed cane, awarded to
gpry pld New Englanders,
students have arrived this week.
in this community.

killed by bunting and "natural
causes."
Bag limits on geese and brant will
remain at four, but one hunter may
hgve ln his possession only one day's
kill compared to two days' kill per
mitted last year.
Bag and possession limits on other
species werc outlined, thus:
Coot. 15; Jacksnipe. 15; sora. 25,
rails, except sora and coot 15; wood
cock. 4; mourning dove. 20; band
tailed pigeon. 10.
Seasons announced for woodcock;
Maine. New Hampshire. Vermont.
Oct. 1 to Oct. 31. On rails, except
coot, the season will be the same as
last year Sept. 1 to Nov. 30, with a
few exceptions

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE]
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Special for August only—RYTEX
OREYTOINE PRINTED STATION
ERY—with your name and address,
or monogram—$1.00 a box. At this
office—adv.
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HORIZONTAL (Cent)
HORIZONTAL
53-A sport
1-Travtretd
54- Attornay (abbr.)
5-Vlm
55- Statlon (abbr.)
8-More compact
56- A dance
14- Evenlnge
57- Ysoman (abbr.)
15— Grow old
6O-Vast Ruaaian plain
18- Develop
(2-Sauclneaa
17-G ratings
19- A flycatcher (pi.)
64- A Scotch fabric
65- Unlt
20- Raw motel
66- Eagles
21- From (Fr.)
(7-Boy'e name
22- Make a mistake
23- Entomology (abbr.) 68- A letter
24- Stagger
69- 0n the ocean
26- Flah eggi
27- Attorncya (abbr.)
VERTICAL
2t-Perlods
3O-Facultiea of sensa
1- Clty In Nevada
tion
2-Onc< again
32- 1 reland
3Decide
33- lndependent Order
of Foresters (abbr.) 4- Superlatlve suffix
5- Plcturs on wood
34- Slumbers
6- lncltea
38-Pr«flx. Not
7- Foot-liko organ
3*-Ponitratod
41- A week-day (abbr.) 8- Humbled
9- At any time
42- Jeers
10- Preeent time
44- Crimson
11- Freezing rain
45- Pert of a church
17- Occurrence
44-A bird (pi.)
13-Redinea
48- Hoaped
18- Roman date
49- Contingency
22-Eternlty
52-Look

VERTICAL (Cont.)
25- Even (eontr.)
26- A judge
27-Sufflx used In nam
ing ansyma (sham.)
2S-A number (pi.)
29- A metal
30- Drunkard
31- Old times (archaic)
33-Perolatent
35-Maatera
76-Attlturte
37-Cut (Prov. Eng.)
39- Eagla
40- Reeldanca (abbr.)
43-Polnt of compote
I
(abbr.)
,45-Slck
47- A vegetable
48- Support

49-Soplal data (Hind.)
50- 011 of rooos
61- Harsh
53-Removes tha akin
55- Mlneral springe
56- lndltea
58-Serf
59- Mountain In Thes
saly (Or. Myth)
It'-Private (abbr.)
62- American pool
63- Natlonal Education
Association (abbr.)

(Solution to Previous Pualo)

VINALHAVEN

Lafayette Carver Relief Corps will
hold a public bridge party at the
O AR. rooms Tuesday night with this
committee: Carrie Cassie. Della Slmbers. Abby Hutchinson. Marion Sholes
and Madeline Smith; committee on re
freshments. Inez Conant. Cora Bun
WALDOBORO
ker. Regular meeting of the Corps
will preqede the party. Supper at 6
Mrs. Laura burner of Bremen has o'clock.
been guest of Mr and Mrs Oeorge
Mr and Mrs. Max Conary and fam
Howard
ily have moved recently Into Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry M Smith of Harriet Hopkins' house. They were
Bangor were recent visitors in town given a surprise Wednesday by the
Mrs. Lizzie Tuttle of Union Is guest Mother and Daughter Club, members
of Mrs Nellie Overlock
of which arrived tn the afternoon with
Charles Chantell and Miss Prances » utility shower Supper was served.
Costner of Cambridge are at Mrs after which was featured a baseball
game, with E Hennigar pitcher.- and
Anthony Castner's.
The third and fourth degrees were M Chilles catcher. The evening was
conferred at the Monday evening devoted to 63. honors going to Evelyn
meeting of Meenahga Orange, the1 Patrick and Marlon Littlefield
work being done by the local staff
3lrs. Aura Roberts. Mrs. Emma
assisted by Mrs Lena Miller of Maple
Mrs Nettie Lambert and PbGrange. as worthy overseer. Re- tricia Maddocks have returned from a
freshments were served at the close week's camping at lookout. Shore
of the meeting at which about 30 Acres.
were in attendance Plans were made
Miss Ruth Kennlston. who has been
for the lawn party to be held Tuesday Kuest of Miss Muriel Chilles. returned
Friday to Portland She was accom
on Lawrence Davis' grounds
panied by John Chilles.
• • • •

Festive Spirit at Club Party
The lawn party on the grounds of
the Reed Mansion sponsored by the
Woman's Club proved a social and
financial success The lovely lawn
bordered by shade trees and lighted
by strings of colored bulbs was an
Ideal setting Oailv decorated booths
were arranged about the ground' and
a beano table received enthusiastic
attention. A fortune teller's tent
with weird cabalistic signs drew many
patrons Interested In all that the fu
ture might hold.
The party was ln charge of the
Ways and Means Committee of the
club with Mrs. Evelyn Spear chair
man and Mrs. Nan Weston, vice
chairman and much of the success
of the affair was due to their leader
ship They were ably assisted by
members of the club
Serving at the flower booth were
Mrs. Magee. Mrs. Hahn. Mrs. Kuhn;
vegetable booth. Mrs. Bumheimer,
Mrs. Lovell, Mrs. Walter, Mrs. Mank.
Mrs. RUby Miller, Mrs. Lash, white
elephant table. Mrs. Smith. Mrs. Ash
worth, Mrs. Marlon Miller; cold
drinks. Mrs. Orant. Miss Vannah. Mrs.
Scofield; sandwiches and lemonade.
Mrs. Creamer. Mrs. Soule. Mrs.
Potter; ice cream. Mrs. Pratt. Miss
8herman. Mrs Gay; cake taole, Mrs.
Stahl. Mrs. Labe; hot dogs, Mrs.
Shorey, Mrs. Sace Weston. Mrs. Louise
Miller; beano, Mrs. Crowell, Mrs.
Morse. Mrs. Rose Weston. Mrs.
Mitchell.
Miss Clara Gay and Mrs. Dorothy
Atkins, dressed In attractive gypey
costumes, told fortunes by rslm and
cards. Hie Olrl Scouts under the
direction of Mrs. Nettle Nicholson
presided over a flkh pond "grab" and
contributed to the entertainment
with musical selections. The sum of
$77.43 was added to the club treasury.
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Family Reunions
TEAGUE-HEYER FAMILIES

The 17th annual reunion will be
held Wednesday Aug. 14. at Maple
Grange hall. North Waldoboro. All
members and friends of the descend
ants are urged to attend and most
welcome. Hot coffee, will be provided
( but bring lunch and dishes No poet<
M CarroU
93-97

LIGHT FAMILY

TENANT’S HARBOR
The sixth annual reunion of the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Smith and Light family will be held at Light's
daughter Arlene of West Somerville. Pavilion. Washington i Route 220) Aug.
Mass. arrived this morning for a va-1 jg Everyone ln any way connected

cation ln the old home town and are
guests of Mrs. Smith's mother, Mrs
Emma Torrey
Herbert Foss has moved to Cran
berry Island.

directly with the Lights Is cordially
urged to be present. Dinner of baked
beans. Those not solicited bring pas
try or sandwiches, also silverware and
cups for their respective families.
93-94
Lotto Jones. Sec.

LINCOLNVILLE

CALDERWOOD FAMILY
Funeral services for Eula A.
The 39th Calderwood reunion will
Worthing were held Monday from his meet at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
late home. Rev. W. H. Brown of william Whitney. Rockport, on WedCamden officiating. Bearers were nesday. Aug. 21.
Mr. Lamb, Mr. Brown Mr. Korten
Constance E MacPhail. Sec
93*95
and Mr. Hardy. Interment was in
Youngtown cemetery.

CLARK ISLAND

MAO THE AM

Sunday school will be held at 8.30
a m.; vesper services at 6.30 p. m ,
with Rev. Corwin Olds of Rockland
as guest speaker.' All are Invited.

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, Isle
au Haut, Swan’s Island and Frenchboro
(Subject to change without notice)
(Eastern Standard Time)
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
"STEAMER NORTH HAVEN"
Effective June 20th To September 15th, Inclusive
Read Down
DAILY
DAILY
EXCEPT Sunday
EXCEPT Sunday
SUNDAY Only
SUNDAY Onlv
A.M. P.M. A.M.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
7.15
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 12.00 7.00
5.15
5.40 3.30 9.05 Lv. NORTH HAVEN.
Lv. 10.00 5.00
6.15
6.50 4.40 10.10 Lv. STONINGTON,
Lv. 11.00 6.00
4.15
8.00
11.10 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND,
Lv. 9.00
Read Up
VINALHAVEN LINE
“STEAMER W. 8. WHITE”
DAILY
EXCEPT Sunday
SUNDAY
Only
A.M. P.M. A.M.
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.
6.15

3.30

9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,

DAILY
EXCEPT Sunday
SUNDAY
Only
P.M.
AM. P.M.
6.00
Ar. 9.45 5.45
Lv. 8.30 4.38
4.45
78-tf

Every-Other-Daf'

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, August 3, 1935

GEORGES RIVER ROAD Mrs Leon Ames. Miss Alice Rivers

UNION
Herbert Hawes and family and
Miss Edith Hawes motored Sunday
to Farmington Falls.

Mr. and Mrs William Brawn of
Rockland visited Sunday with Miss
Ida Hughes
Walter Lermond of Camden was
juest Sunt ay of his father Oustua
Lermond.
Dr. and Mrs. Milton Stephenson
entertained at dinner and contract
Tuesday evening.
Miss Mildred
Brannon,
and
Mrs.
Catherine
Wlnkensop of West Virginia. Dr.
Irving Tuttle of Appleton and Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Leonard of this
town.
Mrs. A. T. Norwood of Warren
visited Sunday with Mrs. Alice Rob
bins.
Ouests this week at Robbins' Inn
were Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Puffer of
Medford. Mass.; W. Costello and Mr.
and Mrs. C. F. Berthel of Melrose,
Mass ; Mr. and Mrs H J. Davis of
Bangor and Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Davis and son Carey of Portland.
Miss Blarche Albertson of Worces
ter. Mass., spent the past two weeks
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert O. Albertson.
Mrs. Nellie Brooks of East Union
visited recently with Mrs. Bertha
Bryant.
Jesse Wentworth and family ol
Worcester, Mass., are guests of rela
tives and friends ln town
Mrs Emma Ryan was dinner guest
Sunday of Mrs Jennie Thurston.
Mr. ani Mrs .Lester Orant of
Massarhusstts recently visited rela
tives in this place. Mrs. Grant’s
mother Mrs. Cain- Wentworth ac
companied them home for a few
weeks' visit.
Mr and Mrs. Vernon Howse of
New York are guests of her parents.
Dr. and Mrs H H. Plumer. Mr.
Howse Is a fine singer and favored
the congregation with a beautiful
solo 8unday evening at the M. E
Church.

SEARSMONT
Callers Sunday at the Dunton home
were Andrew Webb of Searsport and
sister. Alice Webb of Nova Scotia;
Miss Crowlev of Bangor; Mildred
Beals. Mrs. O R Ness and son J.
Earle Ness. Belfast; and Miss Ruth
Lynn of Boston.
Mr. and Mrs C. C. Pineo and fam
ily of Montreal are at their cottage
The Pines, at Lake Quantabacook.
Mr. Pineo has recently returned from
a business trip to Cuba.
The Camps War-rtah-gee-ha are
filled, nearly all the occupants hail
ing from Long Beach, N Y
Mrs. F A Dunton called Tuesday
on Mrs Mary Marriner at the Brad
bury Memorial Hospital where she re
cently underwent an operation.' She
found Mrs Marriner with her usual
smile and getting along nicely.
■ • • •
Community Church Notes
Morning worship at 10 30, subject.
"Four Things a Man Must Learn To
Do;" church school. 11.45
The Daily Vacation Church School
opened for its second season Monday
with a total enrollment of 30. Under
the general theme of "World Friend
ships,” projects underway are: The
making of a moving picture machine,
scrapbooks, a world service offering
box and a bulletin board. Work was
also begun on the dramatization to
be presented Aug. 11. It Is not too
late to enroll now.
Plans for Old Home Sunday. Aug.
18 are progressing. Several special
singers have been engaged, and re
plies from former pastors indicate
that many of them hope to be pres
ent.

NORTH HOPE
During the fair weather of the pas*
eek. farmers have put In full time
lying. Much has been stored and
Is of fine quality.
Willard Pease Is making two trips
lily to Union with milk.
Four tlnv kittens have recently arved at Willow Brook Farm. They
re of pretty colorings and being esscially thrifty, they have escaped
le fate of many of their predecessors,
heir colors are black, grey, yellow,
nd yellow with white "collar and
>b." They arc now about ten
ays old and when ready to face life
way from mother cat, It Is hoped a
sod home may be found for at least
vo.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry. Mr and
trs. E. Donald Perry and young son
onald. were callers last Saturday at
le home of Mr and Mrs. R. L. Coose
t Searsmont.
E O. Ludwig and his crew have
pen engaged in cutting hay on the
da Conant farm the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Perry and
aughter Berenice of Owl’s Head were
uests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. A. I.
erry and E. Donald Perry, also Mr.
nd Mrs. Walter Bowden and daugh•r. Constance.
Mrs. J. D. Pease had as visitors the
ast week, her cousin Miss Emma
teservey of Fremont. Neb., and Mrs,
lien Conant of Rockland.
-/
Miss Marian Pease has employment
■1th Carleton. French & Co., in Camen.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Snow of Mil>n, Mass., have been at the home of
IT Snow’s sister, Mrs. E. O. Ludwig.
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Mrs. Perley Merrifield and datffehter Barbara and Mr and Mrs. Elmer
Merrifield and son Richard of Rock
port, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Wey
mouth and family of Rockland, Misses
Jenny Tuoml and Ellen Wahlman of
Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Harjula spent an afternoon recently
on the Oeorges River shore with Fred
Anderson and family. A weenie
roast with coffee and cake were en
joyed. followed by a swim.
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Nelson of Port
land were guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Nelson.
Miss Viola Weymouth of Rockland
Is visiting Miss Ina Anderson for a tew
days.
Mrs. Sllrl Stein who is spending the
summer at Deyor lake, and Miss
Helen Stein of Portland were here
recently, called by the death of Mrs.
Stein's father.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Raatlkalnen
It's father's day In “Old Man Rhythm." for George Barbirr, In the role returned to Amesbury, Mass., by way
of the father of Charles iBuddy' Rogers, matriculates as a college freshman of North Jay last Saturday.
to see that his son. also a student, takes an interest In something besides co
Melvin Torpacka Is visiting his
eds. Barbara Kent, above, as well as Rogers, returns to the screen in this
uncle Andrew Torpacka In Vermont.
melodydrama.—ad v.
Several from here attended the
farewell party the evening of July 23
GROSS NECK
ST. GEORGE
ln Rockland given by Miss Bertha Salo
Mrs Lilia Hocking. Mrs. Walter
Mrs- Minnie French of Cambridge. of New York at home of Dr. and Mrs.
Maker and daughter Donna Elayne Ma,ss.. Is guest of her brother, Harry Jarl Corner, where Miss Salo spent a
and Miss Marion Riley spent last Sat W creamer.
two weeks' vacation. The evening
urday at the Ledges in Wallston.
Mrs. Daniel Halloran and daugh passed happily with games and danc
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Brown are vt«lt- ter of Connecticut are visiting her ing. music provided by Miss Hilda
mg Mr Brown's sister. Mrs. Henry parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alden Waltz.
Lelno on the piano accordion. Re
Robinson
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley, Miss freshments were served. Miss Salo
Miss Marion Riley visited Sunday
Pauline Eugley and Mrs. Irvine went the next day by bus to New York
and Monday at the home of Mrs O.
Miss Helen Johnson, daughter of Mr
Oenthner and children of Broad
K. Marshall ln Martinsville.
and Mrs. Tolvo Johnson, accompanied
Mrs. Nettle Drown returned Sun- Cove werc Rockland visitors Mon her to Quincy. Mass., where they were
day to South Waldoboro after spend- day
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Har
ing a few days with Mrs. Ella Robin-, Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Creamer of jula. Miss Johnson returned home
Woburn. Mass., called on friends
son.
Sunday stopping enroute for a visit
Alfred Hocking and Maj. Talbot here recently.
with her aunt Mrs. William Duley tn
Aldrich attended the Sportsmen's
Mr and Mrs. William Thorne and Bath.
8how at Lake Maranacook.
daughter Luella are visiting relatives
Miss Margie Wall of Tenant's Har
Prof Harry Baker. Arthur Baker ln Massachusetts.
bor Is employed at the home of Mr.
Mbs Lillian Baker, and Miss Emma
Mrs- Melvin Oenthner was a and Mrs. Elmer Nelson.
Wellington of Rockland called Sun visitor last Saturday at Dutch Neck.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brackett and
day on Mrs. Lilia Hocking.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Light and daughter Barbara of Rockland and
Mr. and Mrs Clyde Orant and
daughter Frances. Mrs
Trussell , Mr and Mrs Alfred Harjula motored
daughter Patricia of 'White Head Wentworth and children and Miss [ Sunday to Old Orchard Beach.
visited Mrs. Orant's parents. Mr and
Sylvia Oenthner of Camden were
Mr and Mrs. Elmer Nelson and
Mrs. Earl Kinney this week.
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Mel daughter Eleanor and Miss Mary Con
Several from here attended the
vin Oenthner.
don and William Harjula attended the
funeral of Mrs. Charles Wellington in
Sportsmens' Show In Winthrop Sun
Warren
NORTH WALDOBORO day and reported a fine time.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Polkv are re
Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Johnson and
ceiving congratulations on the birth
Mrs Oeorge Duncan of Winthrop. famllV and Miss Ina Anderson visited
of a daughter.
Mass . Is visiting Mr and Mrs
j Mr and Mrs. William Duley ln Bath
Carl Skoglund and son Stein and Chester Duncan.
last Sunday.
Mrs Emma Oilchrest and daughter
Paul Walter has bought a new mo
Rev. and Mrs. John F Helno have
Marianne motored last Saturday to
torcycle.
as guests Rev. Heinos niece and her
Bar Harbor
Mrs. Dorothy Thomas and Olive husband. Rev. and Mrs. Suomlnen of
Shuman attended church in Athens fjew York,
SOUTH WALDOBORO
last Sunday.
Mrs. Florence Smith has employ
Antie Raatlkalnen
Mr. and Mrs. Fillmore Holfses have
ment at Peter Hildebrandt’s.
returned to Somerville. Mass.
This community was saddened at
Mr and Mrs R M Carro’l of Union the death of Antie Raataikanin which
Mrs. Daniel Oiroux and three chil
were visitors Sunday at Chester occurred In Rockland. Although ln
dren have returned to Waterville.
Mtss Evelyn Oenthner motored to Duncan's.
111 health for the past year, his death
Frances Stahl of Edgecomb Is was a shock to all. as he was up and
Boston for the weekend.
J. P King is having an artesian visiting her grandparents Mr. and around nearly to the last.
Mrs D. O. Stahl.
well bored.
He was born at Wiltasaari, Finland.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Collomore
Kenneth Sabourin and family of
73 years ago. locating in this com
were guests Sunday of Mrs. Esther Augusta were at Oeorge Eugley's
munity In 1903. where, with his wife
Davis at the village.
recently.
who died eight years ago, he bought
The Oirls’ Club, under the leader
Maurice Oreen returned Sunday to
a farm. By Industry they transformed
Boston.
ship of Alice Duncan, gave an enter
It from a run-down place Into a beau
Miss Evelyn Oenthner has as guests tainment in Maple Orange hall Tues
tiful home for their large family.
Miss Nancy Barron and Vivian Kel- day evening for the benefit of Sun
The joyful spirit and high ideals of
leran of Portland. They returned day School and Grange. Proceeds
that home are ever treasured by all
Wednesday and Miss Oenthner will amounted to 117,
who came tn contact with them.
take up her duties at State Street
Mr Raatikainen is survived by one
Hospital.
NORTHHAVEN
brother.
Erick of 8t. Oeorge; three
Oeneva Creamer visited her aunt.
The annual Sunday School picnic sons. Herbert of Amesbury. Mass., and
Mrs. O. H Schofield, last week.
Mrs. Merton Winchenbach and will be held Thursday at the Cora Arthur and Oeorge of this place; five
daughter of the village were guests Ames beach. Cars will leave the daughters. Miss Eva Raatikainen of
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Freelon church at 9.30 standard Each takes Cleveland, Ohio; Mrs Vivi Kokkonen
lunch.
The committee provides of Cloquet, Minn.; Mrs. Slirl Stein.
Vannah.
Mrs. Ella Wallace and Mrs. Gertie lemonade and Ice cream. If Thurs Mrs. Mildred Olsdn and Mrs. Vleno
Burns were callers Sunday on Mrs. day should be stormy the picnic will Mandell of Rockland, Miss Alnie of
this place: aryl ten grandchildren
be held Friday,
Sadie Flanders.
Mrs. Milton G. Perry and daugh and one great-grandchild, to whom Is
Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Schofield and
son Richard were visitors Sunday at ters have arrived for August and are extended the deepest sympathy.
occupying the C. S. Staples house on
Funeral services were held at the
Dutch Neck. ,
the north shore. Mr Perry is at Davis parlors In Thomaston. Rev. Mr
tending for a few days a conference Leach of the Thomaston Congrega
BELSCOP
at. Northfield. Mass., before coming tional Church officiating. There were
Charles Comeau and Philip Comeau
here
many beautiful flowers. Interment was
of Warren have been recent guests
Miss Blanche Cashing who re in Thomaston. The bearers were
of Mrs. E. F. Levensaler
turned recently from a trip to Alaska Ellas Ranta, Albert Nelson,. Kalle
Mr and Mi's. Post and Ernest and reports a wonderful time In sight
Niemi and Hjalmar Schildt.
Charles Merry of Winslow's Mills seeing A part of the trip was made
were callers recently at the home of by plane. Mrs. Ladd accompanied
CUSHING
Mrs. Charles M. Hardy.
her.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry McDonald and
Robert Henryham and Garland
Church services will be held in the
Day of the village were guests Mon old church Pulpit Harbor Sundays daughter, Phyllis, and Miss Marlon
Oofton of Belmont, Mass., who have
day of Norman Benner.
through August at 10.30 standard;
Mrs. Otis Benner and children of at 7 30 ln the new churA All are in been occupying the Payson house for
the past few weeks, have returned
Olendon were visitors Wednesday at vited.
the home of A. E. Jackson.
The annual meeting of the North home.
Mr. and Mrs. Bewail Payson, with
Clifford Pearl and William Pearl Haven Improvement Society Inc will
arc employed cutting pulpwood for be held in Library hall Monday night Mrs. Willard Payson and two
Mrs. Alma Lamont in Union.
at 8. daylight. There will be reports children who were at the O. I. Young
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Russell and and a consideration of all matters house the past month, returned Tues
ward. Mary Bowden, Albert Wilson, that may legally come before the day to Roxbury.
Ruth Rines. Harold Rines and Lena meeting, also election of officers.
Mrs. Maude (Hart) Davis of Vinal
Sidelinger attended a picnic Sunday
haven Is guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. O.
In Union.
Maloney for a few weeks.
FIRST CLASS
Maurice Pease has sold his cottage
Charles Bailey of New York has
tn IDukbury. IMass.. and bought a
TRUCKING SERVICE Joined Mrs. Bailey at the Taylor farm.
bungalow In Marshfield. Mass
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Beecher, Mr.
FOSTER'S TRANSFER
Norman Benner has added a motor
and Mrs. Samuel Clarke, Mr. and
W.
R.
FOSTER,
Prop.
cycle to his equipment.
Mrs. Peck. Mr. Sperry and Mrs.
TeL Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.
Miss Violet Jackson who has been
Beecher of Woodbridge, Conn., are at
governess for the children of Mr. and
their farm here formerly the Elliott
Mrs. Elmer Hoch of Winslow's Mills,
Arnold place.
now has a position caring for Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Parks,
Edith MacDonald of Worcester, Mass.
children, Phlllfp and Margaret of
Enroute there Wednesday she was
Milton, Mass., are at the Ifemey
called to Marshfield, Mass., by the
And other rectal diseases cottage for two weeks.
serious illness of her sister. Mrs. Mau
Mr. Van Pierce has returned to
rice Pearl.
Treated Without Pain
New York after passing a few weeks
or Loss of Time
with Mrs. Van Pierce and her mother
for a week's visit. Mrs Snow returned
at the home of her aunt, Mrs. Lucia
home last Thursday, but her husband
will remain for some time longer.
Ooddard.
Mrs. Ralph Norwood of Warren
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rivers and
TEL. 1S7S
spent a few days last week with her
daughter, Dawn of Brighton, Mass.,
33 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
1278tf
cousin Mrs. Nathan Feare.
are guests of her parents, Mr. and

PILES

DR. JAMES KENT

WEST WASHINGTON

ot Brighton Is also visiting at the
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie White and
Ames* home.
Ernest
Bridges Jr, returned to Graf
Phillip Davis celebrated his fourth
ton, Mass., after spending a week
birthday last Saturday by entertain
wlth^Mrs. White's sister, Mrs. Edson
ing Mrs. Flora Maloney and grand
Wellman.
daughter, Constance Knight, Mrs.
Callers Sunday at the home of Mr.
Maude Davis, Mrs. Rose Robinson.
and Mrs. Alton Wellman were Mr
Mrs. Susie Davis. Mrs. 'Leslie 8eavey,
and Mrs. Morrll of Week's Mills, Mrs.
son William. Mrs. Janet Robinson
Clara Bruce of South China. Frankie
and daughter ' Anita, Marlon and
Fisher, and son Merle of Augusta,
Junior Pottle, Roland Stimpson. and Mr. and Mrs Cleo Bartlett.
and his parents. Oames and re
Miss Alberta Swett and brother.
freshments contributed to the pleas Ralph Swett Miss Doris I,unday, Nor
ure of the Jolly party. The young man Wilson, and Percy Prescott mo
host received many presents
tored Monday to Augusta
Joseph McCormick and Miss
Mr and Mrs. Walter Safford were
Mabelle Rivers of Brighton, Mass , callers on their daughter. Mrs. John
were quietly married July 27 at the Babb, recently.
home of the pastor, Rev. Leland
Miss Doris Lunday of Boston Is
Anthony, ln that city. They are at I spending the summer with her sister
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman, Mrs Fred Swett.
with his father and mother of
Mr and Mrs. Forest Reynolds were
Medomak, were visitors Sunday at I business callers Thursday ln Union.
Mrs. Sarah Smith and Mr. and
F. I. Oeycr's.
the Rivers farm on their wedding Mrs Forest Reynolds were recent
trip. Miss Rivers Is the eldest guests of Mr. and Mrs Fred Swett.
Lester Jones of Oardlner was a
daughter ot Mr. and Mrs. D. T. Rivers
visitor
ln town last Saturday.
and formerly lived here. A few
Callers at the home of Mrs. Fred
years ago she moved, with her family,
Babb. Sunday, werc Mr. and Mrs.
to Brighton and has had employment
Forest Barnes. Miss Vina Barnes and
ln Watertown. Best wishes for a
Mrs Savage of Waterville
long and prosperous married life are
Mrs. Florence Dawson and children
extended by friends.
were visiting with Mrs. Lottie Bow
Mr. and Mrs. H J Marshall. Mr
man. recently.
and Mrs. Louvllle Pottle, children
Mrs. Thomas Lunday Is weekend
Marlon and Jun'or, Mr. and Mrs. guest of her daughter. Mrs Fred
Leslie Seavey, and son William ar Swett.
ranged a surprise birthday party
Mr and Mrs. Leslie White and Mr
recently for Everett Davis. Among and Mrs. Edson Wellman and family
the many unique presents received motored Sunday to Marshall shore
by Mr. Davis was an old fashioned
Fred Smith of Waterville recently
flat-iron with a dollar bill decorating visited his aunt, Mrs. Fred Babb.
the handle
Miss Ruth Allard and Miss Helen

★MODERN
★AUTOMATIC

★DEPENDABLE

★SAFE . . .
★ECONOMICAL
★CONVENIENT

★CLEAN and
IT COSTS SO

LITTLE!

lc

Oray of Providence have been guests
of Mr. and Mrs. A A. Bartlett.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Hibbert were
callers Wednesday on Blrdell Hibbert.
Mrs. Charles Brainerd and daugh
ter. Mrs A. A Bartlett and children
and Mrs Cleo Bartlett and family en
joyed a picnic Friday at Greenwood's
Beach.
Perley Bartlett of Rockland Is guest
of his uncle. Cleo Bartlett
The Sunday School delighted ln a
picnic Thursday at Greenwood's
Beach in Jefferson.

X

There will be a service at the Bap
tist Church here at 2 30 Sunday, con
ducted by young people from the
first Baptist Church of Rockland
who belong to the Knox County
Christian Endeavor Flying Squadron.
This Is a group doing deputation
work during the summer by visiting
smaller communities from time to
time.

Miss Doris Hall and Miss Josephlne Tolman were guests of Mr and
Mrs Margaret Massie of Wilton is Mrs Theodore 8ylvester at their cot
tage at Spruce Head la t weekend.
guest of friends here.
Mrs. Oertrude Wallace and daugh
Mrs Warren Doughty of Albany.
ter Oertrude of Bath, and Mrs. Olive N V., Mrs. Chester Mat shall of
Walker of Rockland are visiting their 8wampscott. Maas., and Mrs. Annie
father John Stanley at Pleasant Webber of Rockland called on Mr.
and Mrs E H Perry recently Mr.
Valley Farm
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Parker ar and Mrs Perry Joined them at Port
rived Sunday. Mr Parker is much Clyde where Mrs Marshall lx spend
Improved after undergoing a serious ing the summer
operation at Knox Hospital.
Blueberry picking is ln full swing
Mr and Mrs. Vernon Hamblen of here.
Vinalhaven spent Sunday as guests
Mrs. W P Richardson and Mrs.
of Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Moulton.
Leroy McDermott of Camden spent
Mrs. Hl'dreth Vcnnle and Miss Thursday with Mr. and Mrs F. W.
Rachel Turner passed the weekend Robbins.
ln Stonington.
Mrs Maurice Hill of Rockland la
Miss
Elinor Staples
recently visiting Miss Olive Tolman
visited a few days at Pleasant Valley
Herbert Tlmson of Hyde Park
Farm with Miss Oertrude Wallace.
passed last weekend with hla cousins
Mrs. Austin Turner and children Mrs. Ida Barcows and Miss Lottie
spent last Saturday with her mother Ewell Mrs. Elizabeth Ricker Of Port
at Stonington.
land Is their guest.
Oscar Johnson. Eugene Sprague,
Mrs Maurice R Clough of Boston,
Edwin Oott were Vinalhaven visitors who has been visiting Mr and Mrs.
last weekend.
Dana A. Sherer, returned home Fri
Miss Allbra Williams of Sorento day. Enroute she Is visiting her hus
recently spent two weeks with Miss band's parents, Mr and Mrs. Edw.
Margaret Stanley.
Clough In Lisbon. N H

MINTURN

A modem miracle brought electric light, refrig
eration, electric cookery and many other con
veniences to make your home life more enjoy
able. Now thia magic servant, Electricity,
brings a new and better method of Water
Heating at a cost so low that every family
can afford it.
Here is a water heater that is so simple, so
convenient and dependable that once it is in
stalled in your home you need never give it
a thought. Whenever you want hot water—
just turn the faucet—and there’s always a
plentiful supply for every need. No waitingno tea kettle heating—no flame—no ashes.
Thousands of families enjoy this far-better
method. The Hotpoint Automatic Electric
Water Heater eliminates the costly and in
adequate furnace coil. It is scientifically de
signed to give you years of satisfactory service
at low cost. It’s easy to own!

Three inches of efficient, rock wool
insulation keep* the heat in the water,
within the atorage tank. Outer metal
caaing of the heater ia about the aama
temperature aa that of the room.

CALROD
Hotpoint’a famous Calrod heating
unit ia unsurpassed for efficiency,
durability and economy of operation.
It ia immersed directly nothin the
water.
THERMOSNAP

Thermotnap (Automatic Tempera
ture Control Switch) awitchea tha
Calrod heating units on and off aa
necessary to maintain a constantly
even temperature.

JVow—

Electricity

for all users of controlled storage
type water heaters, your electric
rata, after 200 Kwh a month IS
ONLY ONE CENT PER KWH.
I
—- Here's the Big Saving —

ROCKVILLE

INE
MPAMY

You can own a
Hotpoint 50-gallon
electric water heater

$5 DOWN
3 Years to Pay

mether. Mrs Oeorge Armstrong, also
of Dedham.
Miss Marion Hall of Whitman.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Smith of
The Baptist Ladies' Circle held it*
An interesting meeting of the
York made two visits with their Mass . Is guest of her sister. Mrs. A. Scribblers' Club was held Monday1 annual mid-summer fair Wednesday
cousin. Mrs. Marian D Williams of F Oreen and aunt, Mrs A L. Worth afternoon at the home of Mrs afternoon on the church lawn. The
15 Thatcher street, enroute to and ing.
Blanche Ellsworth, with nearly thr tables were well patronized and the
Mrs. Carrie Drake and Miss Grace full membership present. At the Au-' financial tesults highly satisfactory.
from Isle au Haut the past week.
They returned Monday to York Drake are spending a few weeks at gust meeting Mrs. Harriette LevensaClarence Barbour and family are
their cottage at Bayside.
Beach.
ler of Rockland will be hostess.
moving from Plearang street to the
Regular meeting of the Auxiliary to j
The annual meeting of the Baptist
The Rockport - Camden School B P. Wooster house on Main street.
BociPty will be held Monday at 7.30 Canton Molineaux will be held at Odd
The women of the Knox County
Band, under the direction of ClarFellows hall Monday evening. Sup- (
In the vestry
en«*’Plsh. will play at Rockland Mon Republican Club will hold the annual
Mrs. M. A Kyle of Marlboro Mass per at 6.30.
day night In connection with the J meeting at 2 J)0 Tuesday on the lawn
Mrs. Elizabeth Duncan will entertain
has returned home after a vacation
at the home of E Stewart Oibeton at
Community Chest Drive
pa&scd with her brother. James Car the ladles of the Methodist Society
West Rockport William R PattanMiss Roberta Holbrook returned
Wednesday afternoon.
ney and family.
gall. retired chief Ju'tlce of the Mainr
Dr. C. O Robbins of Lowell, Mass., j Wednesday from Poland where she
Mrs. Lillian Hutchins of Detroit.
Supreme Court, will be the speaker
Mich. was a recent visitor at the will occupy the pulpit at the Metho- , had been attending a girls' camp forj Several from Harbor Light Chapter
home of her brother. E K. Winchen- dist Church Sunday morning. Serv- two weeks.
OES are planning to attend the
bach
ice at 10.30.
Mrs Frank Salisbury and Mrs Effl > Field Day Monday at Penobscot View
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Colburn of
At the meeting of Camden Lodge.1 Salisbury entertained a grouo of I Orange hall. The meeting will open
Camden were guests last weekend of Knights of Pythias. Monday evening, friends at dinner Tuesday at the John at 2 30 p m and continue through the
Mr and Mrs Ralph Crawford.
the rank of Knight will be conferred Salisbury camp at Hobb's Pond evening, with a program and dancing
MLss Annie Fllmore of Presque Isle on a class of candidates. Supper at 6 Those present were Mrs. Maynard [ Miss Eveivn Merrill and Kenneth
was In town Wednesday enroute from o'clock.
Ingraham, son Mavnard and daugh-1 E Mank. both of Hope, were united
Pleasant Point to Portland. Miss
Spanish War Veterans and Auxili ter Nancy Mrs. Leland Hawkins and I in marriage at 8 30 Thursday evening
Fllmore taught several terms in the ary will hold a picnic Sunday at the daughters Mary and Jovce Mrs. Wll- j at the Rockport Baptist parsonage
Thomaston High School.
cottage of Hattie Davies at Ash Point liam Ingraham Mrs. Louis Cash of. by Rev. George F. Currier They
Thomas Venner and Edgar Libby Markers from the Hotel Rockland will J this town: Mrs. Lloyd Jamieson and were attended by Miss Ruth Mank
returned Tuesday from a business point the way
Miss Mary Stockbridge of Rockland nnd Evelyn Mank. both of Camden as
trip to Boston.
The annual bazaar of tlte ladies of ; Mrs Beulah Blakely with Mrs Cor- i! bridesmaids. Mrs Marjorie Beverage
William O Washburn Miss Eliza St. Thomas parish will be held Wed-1
nelia MacDonald and daughter Alice, i of Hope as matron of honor and El
beth Washburn. Miss Christine Moore nesday on the parish grounds from'
left Friday morning for Canada and i roy Beverage as best man.
and Mrs Vida Cross were visitors 2 to 6. Tea will be served in the
At the Baotist Church George F
on returning Sunday will be accom
Tuesday at William McNamara's j Women’s Guild room and there will
panied bv Mrs Blakely's daughter. Currier minister: Worship Sunday
home in Cushing Other visitors there be dancing in the parish hall. If
Miss Barbara Richardson, who has will be at 11 o'clock, sermon! "Paul
were Mr and Mrs Patrick Sanfey.
stormy, postponed until Thursday.
been spending several weeks with her , and His Friends. " followed by the
daughter and grandchildren.
Comlque Theatre attractions: Mon-' aunt and uncle at Prince Edward Communion service. Special music by
Mrs Lucretia McNeil Is at her home
the choir. Church school will be at
day. Wheeler and Woolsey in "Nit' Island
on Wadsworth street.
10 o'clock
Union service at West
Wits;” Get Rich Nite. $60 cash given
At the Methodist Church Sunday |! Rockport at 7.30. The Trytohelp
Mrs Ada Bloomingdale who has
away. Tuesday. "Flame Within;" also
evening at 8 o'clock there will be a
been visiting her sister. Mrs Oeorge
, Club is invited to the heme of Mr. and
Jimmy Hodges “Miami Revue." with
special musical service by Curtis In-! Mrs Sydney Snow at Wiley's Comer
W. Ludwig, has returned to Attleboro.
28 people, a fine stage production. J stitute artists: Samuel Muves. 17Mass
I for a picnic Monday evening. Cars
Wednesday, Frederic March and year-old 'cellist, a student of Felix
Mr and Mrs. Peter Wells of Win
Charles Laughton in "Les Miserables' Salmond, and Ralph Berkowitz, ac will leave the church at 6 o'clock
netka. Ill, called Friday on Mrs.
The first race in the HAJ series in companist. A silver offering will be Prayer-meeting Thursday at 7.30.
Oeorge W Ludwig.
August will be held Monday, weather)
taken. Everyone is welcome
Miss Zetta Jordan will visit with
All persons who paid fares on
her sister. Mrs Charles Woodcock. ■ permitting. During the week of Aug
Mr. and Mrs. John Green returned Steamer Castine June 8 may receive
12
the
HAJ
fleet
will
take
an
overfor a month before returning to
Thursday to Chestnut Hill. Philadel- their money back by mailing requests
night cruise, destination to be an
Brunswick
I phia. after a visit with Mrs. Minnie prior to Sept. 14 to 8 A. Rackliff.
nounced
later.
Mr and Mrs Harold Kyle and son
secretary Limerock Valley Pomona.
Crozier and Mrs Ralph Blakely.
Schuyler Day. Jr., a member of the
Billie of Watertown. Ma'S. have beer,
South Thomaston, Maine.—adv.
An
all-day
meeting
of
the
Rockpor.
summer
colony,
is
spending
a
few
days
guests at the home of Mr and Mrs
92-94
Farm Bureau will be held Aug 6 at
in Boston.
James Camev.
Rev. Douglas Robbins of Lowell. the home of Mrs Ada Clough: sub
Mrs Luther Clark has returned
••SYMPATHY"
Mass.,
who is passing the summer at ject, "Keeping the Home Clean " Mrs I always read the poems in The Courterfrom a trip to the Oaspe Peninsula
Marion Ingraham and Mrs. Elsie
Oaattte.
The route taken was up the Mate- Lake Megunticook. is at Ferry Beach
Hawkins will serve as the dinner I Especially the comic ones, that help
for
a
few
days.
pedia Valley, around the north and
me to forget
j The little things that worry, that rise
W. F. Rankin who has been in a ! committee.
south shores of the St. Lawrence
up in the way.
A
meeting
of
the
newly
organized
Of each and every one ot ua. no matter
Boston
hospital
for
a
surgical
opera

River, then to Campbelltown and St.
what
we say!
Stephen. N B.. and home by Rout» tion. will return home in a few days. Townsend Club will be held MondayI
read
the
Haro
’.d Vlnal poem, the Clara
evening
in
the
basement
of
the
Ma

Chief Engineer Allen Payson and
1. Those who went were Miss Rita C
Overlock too.
Smith. Thomaston: Miss Zetta Jor Eddie Dodge were in Lew iston Thurs sonic hall. An invitation is extended That alao ot Elizabeth Marsh;
Then *ald. "I'm not all through:
dan. Brunswick; and Miss Teresa day to take the examination for first to all interested. The officers of the There s another on the Editor’s page
I'm sure It Is not chaff.
Arau of Camden They arrived home aid at the school conducted by the club are: L. True Spear, president; ! For 'tts
written by a minister.'' then I
Alvin
C
Bowden,
secretary
and
treas

began to laugh.
National Association of the American
Tuesday
I
laughed
aloud at every verse, although
• • • •
Red Cross. Thirty were present on urer; James Malloy, C. E. Orcutt.
I must confess
Irvin Cain and Jo=eph Thompson | I know 'tie wicked when we laugh at
John Singer was up town Tuesday this occasion.
others' sore distress!
members of the advisory board.
and was warmly greeted.
But
I
really could not help It. and when
Mrs Edith Reemi and Miss Effie
Mrs Ruth Bracelon. Miss WinniI reached the end
Lowell of Machias were recent guests
fred Armstrong and Miss Georgina I said the Reverend did not say he was
the sinners’ friend:
Few who writ* to the newspa
Armstrong, who have been spending Mosquitoes are a nuisance, and aots.
of Mrs Bertha Dowlin at her home
per realize that thirty lines will
are a pest;
ten days with their sister. Mrs F F 1 alsothey
on Kossuth street. ,
secure a hundred readers, while
had to use some Flit, aod now I
have
a rest.
Oliver L. Hall. Frank Bass. A C. V
Fowle. have returned to Dedham.
half a column secures one.
, Mass. Mrs. Fowle Is entertaining her ! Rockport. July 1935. Delora E Morrill.
Smyth Herbert Rowe Frank Davis.
Wayne St
Oermaine. Danforth
Hayes and William Daley, members
of the Bangor Daily Commercial edi
torial staff, were callers Monday at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred I
Babb
CVRRE\T EV ENTS PHOTOGRAPHED TOR
The Federated. Circle will hold a
cooked food sale Wednesday on the
lawn of the Congregational Church
at 1.30. If stormy# it will be post
poned to the following day.
W I N S GREATThe F.re Evpartmeiff will meet
E S T
AIR
Monday night at 8 o'clock at the W
TROPHY — Cap
O Master's hall. A good attendance '
tain Albert F. HepIs desired, as several matters of im
enberger, U. S
portance will be discussed.
Army, has just
S B Comerv has been spending
been swarded the
Collier’s Air
the week in Belmont. Mass.
Trophy, highest
Mrs. Bernice Whitney Hogan and
honor in aviation,
ron Charles, have returned to St
for his achieve
Petersburg after a visit with Mrs H
ment in blind fly
P. Whitney.
ing and blind land
ing. He ha* devel
Services at the Federated Church
oped a fool-proof
Sunday will be Church School at
system of blind
9.45 a. m.; morning service at 11
landing, for use In
o’clock, subject. "Renewing our cour
darkness or bad
age through utilizing our resources.”
weather. Collier's
Weeklysnnounce*
The anthem will be "Ood is our
aw*rd a£2JiiiIZ
Refuge," by Lighthill.
TENNIS COMEBACK —
Services Sunday at St. John's
Helen Will* Moody (above,
Church will be: Holy Eucharist at
left), receives congratula
COACH-BUILDING
9.30 a. m. followed by church school
tions of her arch rival,
KEEPS
THEM
BUSY
—
at 10 45
Helen Jacobs, after a vic
Youthful patients in the
One hundred years ago last Wed
tory on the center tennis
Shriners’ Hospital for Crip
nesday. the sloop. Lapwing, a packet
court at Wimbledon, Eng
pled Children at St. Louis
land.
from this town to Bangor, loaded
construct cardboard repro
with lime, caught fire and had to be
ductions of the model Napo
SOCIETY AT RACE—Mr*.
leonic coach that serves as
scuttled.
Danise Manheimer (be
the project for those en
Mr. and Mrs. James Matthews, j
low), daughter of D. K,
rolled in the master class
daughter Dorothy and son Robert of i
Weiskopf, Vice President
of the Fisher Body Crafts
New Cumberland. Pa., are visiting
of National Distillers, was
man’s Guild. The Guild will
Mr. Matthews' mother, Mrs. Clara
hold its 1935 convention in
among society's notables
Quebecr August 21.
attending the Butler Han
Matthews.
dicap at Empire City race
Mrs. John C. Mason and daughter. :
track, Yonkers, N. Y. Mr.
Joan Hanley Mason of North Easton, I
ETHIOPIAN VISITOR
Weiskopf owns Below Zero,
Mass., are guests of Mrs. Masons 1
— Princess Rossari
Danise M and several other
mother Mrs. John Hanley.
Heshla Tamanya "(be
promising thorobreds.
Camden 9. Tnomaston 6. was the
low), first cousin of the
Ethiopian
emperor,
outcome of the game in Camden in
Haile Selassie, predicts
Thursdays Twilight League game.
in New York that Italian
Tourist business in this town is un-!
invaders will meet with
usually good this season. The Knox
disaster.
Hotel Is being well patronized and
f one night the past week cars from
these States were represented: Penn-j
sylvgnia. Michigan. Massachusetts.
New York. Missouri, Florida. Texas.
Nebraska, and Washington. Mrs. I
Aldrich Of the Elms, in July 1934
registered 34 guests, and July 1935
137. The Friendly House and Miss
Nellie Gardiners home have likewise
had encouraging business.
young resident of Okla
PERFECTLY EXQUISITE — Just
homa City, Okla., is in
two of the sixty beautiful girls who
the act of paying to park
will model the latest in hosiery,
her car on a downtown
lounging robes and other dress ac
street. Rates for parking
cessories in ^innection with the
are five cents f6r periods
Women's, Children's and Infants’
varying from fifteen
Wear Market in The Merchandise
.minutes tg an hour.
Mart, Chicago# Jujy 29-August 10.
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Probate Notices

WARREN
Harry Beane observed his birth
day anniversary Wednesday evening
of last week, a party of friends ar. . . ,
- . ,
_ „ , .
riving to help him celebrate Guests
included. Mrs. Amanda Winslow, and
daughters Misses Winnie and Lizzie
Winslow. Mr. and Mrs Judson Ben
ner. Mr and Mrs Maurice Wellman
and
Miss
Rosa Spear.
Re
freshments were served Mr Beane
received several nice gifts.

STATE OF MAINE
To all partons Interest'd in either of
the estate* hereinafter named
At u Probate Court held st Rockland.
In end for the County of Knos. on the
Hth day of July In the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-five end by adjournment from day
to day on frosn the lath day of aald July
The following matter* having been pre
sented for the action thereupon herein
after Indicated It is hereby Ordered
That notice thereof br given to ell per
sons Interested by causing e copy of
this order to be published three work.*
suooeaalvely in The Courlrr-Oaeett*. a
newspaper published at Rockland In said
County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held et said Rookl,n<1 on the JOth ^*5
*UtUet A D
1#jj
eight o'clock tn the forenoon
and be heard thereon 11 they see cause
ESTATE WILLIAM S PETTEE late of
Rockland receaaed Petition for Admin
istration asking that Charles W Llvmgston of Rockland or tome other
suitable person be appointed Adnir . with

In Everybody’s Column

r
» LOST AND FOUND!
&

PAOI of "Mem" book lost frum car
Finder please return to THE COURlkJtOAZETTE Office
lll»93
ENVELOPE lost containing negatives,
snapshots and enlargement from Rock
...
land Photo Studio Reward Return to
Mr and Mrs. XV-H
Fred Starrett.p.rlrer
Parker
38 THOMASON ST
83-86
Starrett and Mrs. Marjorie Kennis
PIN. sunburnt, with diamond In cen
ton motored Thursday to Cedar
ter lost between Strand and Oay 3t..
Wednesday NETTIE PACKARD II North
Orove where they saw the "Path
Main St
T*1 1011-R
83*89
Across the Hills' which Miss KathBLUE ANI) WHITE linen bag lost be
ertne Starrett put on for the benefit ” ^tate Delia evelyn Bartlett, tween Camden St and Paramount Res
taurant Reward
Finder PHONE I :!97
of the Ladles' Aid of Oedar Orove. i*t» of Washington deceased Petition
for Administration, asking that Arthur
A CANVAS snap-top bag lost between
Miss Starrett did fine work In direct A Bartlett of Washington or tome other Joseph
Adams shop and 15 Summer St .
person be appointed Adnir . with Saturday.
containing
oenalderable
ing the play, and the Ladles' Aid suitable
bond.
money and with owner's name end
netted $50.
ESTATE JOSEPH X IJNDSEY late of
Thorndike Hotel’ stamped on It Good
Vinalhaven.
deceased
Petition
for reward If returned to IS BUMMER ST
Callers Thursday at the home of Administration, asking that David Dun
82-94
can of Vinalhaven. or some other eultaMrs. Oertrude Starrett were Mrs. ble person be appointed Adnir . with-

I

Ernest Campbell of 8out!.boro. Mass..
who has been spending the past I
.....
.
...
tnonth at her former nome at Norin
Warren. and Mrs Florence Oardlner |
of Thomaston.

FOR SALE

jstai-e rose d Morton late of
Thomaston deceased Petition for Administration asking that Virgil H Morton
Thomaston, or tome other suit*gfn£*"°n **
A«“"r «‘thout

TWENTY-THREE FT Power Boat for
tale CHARLES HENDERSON. Thomas
ton
91*76

FORD one ton truck, fine shape, nice
Oak body, good mechanical condition.
Cheap for cash. CALL 634-M. Rock
land
92*94

J Sommer Cottages J
■ ***W«**a»******B

LARGE cottage at Oeecent Beach
to let Everything modern, completely
furnished EDWARD OONIA Tel 710
88-tf
COTTAGES to let at Pleasant Beach.
W H BRAGG. Pleasant Beach. South
Gertrude Spear and Everett Smith
^win^nhout' tend'*Ul°r
Thomaston______________ ,
83*95
ON THE seashore, furnished farm
of that city, and Chester Spear of , SARAH K. SMITH, late of Vinalhaven.
K’nwVs Uovnn
.it
i..s ! deceaaed Will and Petition for Probate house and ramp to let Tel. 354-11.
E V SHEA South Thom
North Haven. Conn., all being last thereof asking that the aamc may be Rmklaud
83*85
weekend guest* of Mr and Mrs Cllf- , Pf5v*d and allowed end that Letter. Tes- aston. Me
i tametitary issue to Frtnk A Smith of
COTTAOE AT SPRUCE HEAD, for rent.
ford Spear at East Warren.
: Vinalhaven. he being ths Executor In qulelt location. Just thoroughly reno
named In aald Will without bond
vated. completely furnished, good varll
The annual Congregational Church
Louise bachelder iau of union water. 190 yards from shore reasonable
deceased Will and Petition for Probate rent Available August 13. Inquire R B
Fair will be held Thursday at 2.30. thereof, asking that the same may be 4PEA8 JJptUfe Head, Mt.
89-tf
and allowed and that Letters of
with supper at 6 o'clock, and an en prove
Administration with the Will annexed be
tertainment at 8.
Issued to Frank E Uowdy of Lynn Mass .
or eorne other suitable person with bond
The Ivy Chapter OES picnic will I prank a Joyce late of North
h» h#>M Tuo./tav Si n.i.,»,i«i, enm
Aftll and Petition for
be held Tuesday at Oaiashlels. sum- j Haven, deceased
,h,rrof „king that the same kt
♦ <•*
<•> gi
mer cottage of Mr. and Mrs Oeorge may be proved and allowed and that
LADIES—Reliable hair good* at Rock*
Letters Testamentary Issue to Lucy E land
Hair Store. 24 Bni St Mall orders
Walker at Martins Point. Friend- Hopkins, of North Haven she being the •ollclted
H. C. RHODES. Tel. S19-J
SARAH J JAMESON late of Union,
Will an Petition for Probate
Spencer Spear. 84. motored Satur- 1 thereof, asking that the same may be
.
,
_
... ...
proved and allowed and that Letter*
day from Brockton. Mass with Miss Testamentary Issue to Frink R Jameson

• MISCELLANEOUS J

ship. Those needin; transportation ^dutrlx n‘med ,n ““ Wl"' wiu>out
are asked to get in touch with Mrs | charles Clifford smith, late of
Grace Wvllle. Mrs. Abbie Newbert.)
t£tUt^
Miss Bertha Starrett. Mrs Nancy same may be proved and allowed and
. .
... _
that Letters Testamentary Hsu* to Bale
Kelso. Miss Hilda Aspey or Miss Eve- j g smith of Rockland, she being the
will meet Executrix named In said 111, without
lyn Sawyer. The grouo
bond
Tuesday at 10 o'clock at the mill
ESTATE EDGAR L DAOGETT late of
Union, deceased
Pint and final ac
square.

A White Cross Committee meeting
was held Friday afternoon. »t the
home of Miss Tena McCBllum. to pre
pare for a meeting Wednesday after
noon at the home of Mrs. Grace
Wyllie with picnic supper at 6.

count filed fur allowance by William F
Hatch of Washington Exr
BSTATE OWEN P LYONS, late of
Vinalhaven. deceased Final account
filed for allowance by Mary Z Daniels.
Admx.
ESTATE LUKE R BREWSTER. Ute of
Rockland, deceased
Petition for Per
petual care of Burial Lot presented by
Oeorge A Brewster of Rockland. Exr
ESTATE MAURCE H AND PHYLLIS E
CARLETON of Rockport
Petition for
license to tel! certain Real E-tate altuated In said Rockport end fully de
scribed In said Petition presented by
Ethel A. Carleton of Rockport. Gdn
ESTATE DAVID L SMITH AND EMILY
J. SMITH, of Columbus. Ohio Petition
for License to sell certain Real Estate
situated in Rockland, and fully de
scribed In said Petition, presented by
Eunice Estelle Smith. Columbua. Ohio,
guardian
ESTATE MARION S SIDES of Cam
den Petition for License to sell certain
Real E tate. situated In Rockport, and
fully describe In said Petition, present
ed by Annie J. Oardlner of Rockport,
guardian
ESTATE WILBUR B CARLETON, of
Rockport
Petition for License to sell
certain Real Estate and Invest proceeds,
said Real Estate situated In Rockport
and fully described In said Petition, prerented by Madoiin c Hanacom of

1935. without bona
ALICE S SPEAR, late of Warren, de
ceased
Raymond M Spear of Thom
aston was appointed Executor July 16.
1935. without bond
HELEN C. CROSS, late of Rockland,
deceased. Ibrook C. Cross of Rockland
was appointed executor July 16. 1935.
without bond.
WILLIAM BRENNAN, late |of St.
Oeorge. deceased Ada C Brennan of St.
Oeorge was appointed Exx July 16. 1935
without bond
EVA S. BASSICK. late of South
Thomaston, deceased Milton E. Basslck
ot South Thomaston was appointed
Admr c.t.a. July 16. 1935, without bond
FREDERICK A. YOUNO. late of North
Haven, deceased. Mollie C Young of
North Haven was appointed Exx July 2.
1935. without bond.
Attest:
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register
(12) links to stake and stones In line of
93-S-99
land formerly of F P. Eastman; thence
8 72 deg W. about ten (10) rods, to
stake and stones; thence N. 193z< deg.
W. about ten (10) rods to stake and
WATER PIPES
stones; thence S. 70*4 deg. E., by land
formerly of John Moody and land of
REPAIRED
& RELAID
said Ferren, about ten and one-half
(10*2) rods to the place of beginning;
Inside and «ot, digging includ
and whereas I. the undersigned, the own
er of said mortgage by descent from
ed. Pipes wired out. Sewers dog,
Allen Spear; and whereas the condition of
laid ont and cleaned when plngged.
said mortgage has been broken:
Cesspools dug and rocked, and sep
Now. therefore by reason of the breach
tic tanka Shallow cellars dug deep
of the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
er. Floors cemented and walls re
CLARA R. SPEAR
paired. Cellar* whitewashed. Lawn
STATE OF MAINE
work, etc.
County of KnQX, ss.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
thia second day of August, 1935.
S. E. Eaton
Notarial
Z M DWINAL
TEL. 1187-K
ROCKLAND, ME.
Seal.
Notary Public

Camden, between Mechanic and Pearl
I Streets, east of Park Street, or on

A chorus girl, deliciously pretty but , Maple Street, bounded and described as
.
follows, to wit: Beginning at the southdecidedly low-brow, somehow found westerly corner of land mortgaged by
herself at a very select party given by
s‘° 7?^*
a famous society woman.
<4) rods to stake and stones; thence N
______ . v,
'8J* deg W. to land of John Moody
The girl, lonely and uncomfortable (formerly!; thence S 79'. deg K.
as a fish out of water was leaning bounded by said Moooy land four 14) rods
,
.....
.
*hd twenty (20i links to northwesterly
against the wall, framed against the corner of land mortgaged to said Clara
dark
oak
when
the
hostecs
took
oitv
thence
E , bounded
aarg oak, wnen tne nostess iook pity „y Spear,
clBra
R S. 194,
lgnddeg.
about
ten (10)
rods, to the place of beginning
on her.
Also another certain lot or parcel of
"My dear," she said kindly, “you land situated In said Camen, adjoining
the above described lot being said lot
look like an old Rembrandt."
mortgaged to Clara R Lpear as afore
''Well,'' retorted the damsel, sharp said. bounded and describe as follows,
to wit: Beginning at the southeasterly
ly. "you don’t look too darned snappy corner of land of John M. Ferron; thence
8. 27*2 deg. E., four <4 • rods and twelve
yourself.”

ICE SERVICE
J

'

dependabl e year round
Ice service

|

DAY OR NIGHT
Quality Product, Courteous,
Efficient Drivers

i
,
i
j
I

CHARLESH.MdNTOSH
Tel 626, Rockland
DAY OR NIGHT

27Stf

,

,

I

93-8-88

FORTY ACRES atandlng hay for sale.

A TAMMI. Union. Me ___________ 93*95

WILLYS-SIX Sedan, like new; Lothrop
Marine engine. 14 h. p and a Whippet
Coach, all In good running order.
CHARLES M COOK. 88 Tillson Ave.
City.______________________________ 91*94
8WEET PEAS and bouquets for sale.
C A VOSE. Brooklyn Heights. Thomas
ton. Tel 152-11
93-95
33-84
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale on
Pleasant St and Camden road. Rock
port. electric lights, garage, garden
F C. ROBINSON, Union St . Rockport
92*103-tf

SEVEN ROOM house, bam. henpen.
plenty laud, nice view Penobacot bay.
S900 BERT CARVER, Rockport. Me
91*96

THE AMOS FISKE home with acre of
land, one mile from Rockland on Owl's
Head road House has six rooms In good
repair, with fine view of bay Prloe and
terms from owner, or addreas FISKE.
Courler-Oazette
88-tf
LARGE hand hooked rug. about 6x8

ft for Bale. MRS AUSTIN SNOW. R FX>
1. Thomaston. Me

83*95

OAK SIDEBOARD for sale; table, desk,
kitchen chairs, pictures, ladders, grind
stone. auto chains. CALL UPSTAIRS.
35 Oak St
91*83

PULLETS for sale. 10 Weeks old.
ERICK TORVELA. RED 1, Box 53.
Union, Me______________________
83*85
FARM for sale, tillage 50 acres, pasture.
lumber, sugar bush old-fashioned white
house, two-car garage, ham. borders
trout stream. B H WEBBER. Monroe.
93*95
PLENTY ELEGANT vinegar. good
measure. 25 cents gal
At my house.
Meadow St . West Rockport
SIMONTOW.
93* It
8AWED slabs for sale. Si ft.. S3 cord;
4 ft slabs S4 cord
ALFRED DAVIS. 8
Lovejoy St. Tel 56-W
92*94
SINOER SEWING Machine and double
washbench.
hand
operated
clothes
Wringer. Both in fine operating con
dition. prices
reasonable
Tel
433-R
or
apply to 82-U
64 MECHANIC ST.
91*93

M*._ _ _

DRSjSMAKfNG AND REMODELLING
FOUR foot alaba, S4 per cord delivered
MRS R L ROSS. 25 Oak St
91*93
In cord lots or more, for sale HAROLD
NOTICE—On and after this date I will > PEASE Box 170, Warren. Me
84-95
pay no bills other then those contract
FOR SALE Extra Heavy Presto Pre
ed by myself
HOLLIS AREY. Vlnalhaven Maine
93*85 serve Jars, pint* 83c doz . quarts 83c dor .
2 quarts tl 33 doz Presto Jar Rubbers.
LAWN-MOWERS sharpened, celled foi Approved by Good Housekeeping. 6 pkg.
and delivered
Satisfaction guarerteed 25c
Jar Lifters prevents scalds and
CRIE HARDWARE CO Tel 791 Rock
burns 25c each
Mixed Pickling 8plces
Fancy Molasses 63c gal
82-tf 10c tumbler
Motor 011 2 gal can 93c Salt Pork 18c
lb Pure Lard 2 lbs 33c Lehigh Port
THt KITCHEN CONTEST
land Cement 90c bag
Rolled Roofing
81.50 roll. Milk ottles. bts 77c doz . pints
62c doz.. one-half plnu 57c doz. Milk
Winners in the State wide kitchen and Cream Caps 30e tube of 500 All
of Haying tools. Farmers' Favorite
improvement contest were announced eorts
Dairy Feed *178 M F L Dairy Feed : ’
*1
93
8tovers Pride 20 per cent Dairy
today by Edna M Cobb. Home Man
Peed *2 03
Stover's Egg Mash *210.
agement Specialist for the Extension Growing Feed *2.20 C. F. Salt 65c beg
Pork
and
Pish
salt. 70 lb bag 69c
Service First prizes of $10 and sec Stover's Pride Flour
61 07 bag. *8 50 bbl.
ond prizes of $5 will be awarded by White Rose Flour 87c bag If we serve
you right tell your neighbor of our
the Maine Farm Federation to women MORE FOR LESS values STOVER
in each of three classes Mrs Her FEED MANUFACTURING CO . Rockland.
Maine Phone 1200 #
93-85
bert Morton, North Newry, received
WHY NOT buy your lumber direct
first prize in cla^s one and Mary R from the manufacturer and save? Also
wood from 81 up. L. A. PACKARD.
Elkins. Buxton, the second prize. In R F D . Thomaston.
92-tf
class two. first prize was won by Mrs
FI n ED hard wood for sale. *9. soft
*7; hard wood limbi. *6; long. 67;
Eunice B Buck, Naples, and second wood.
also lumber. T. J. CARROLL Tel.
92-tf
prize by Mrs H G Pattingill. Gardi 263-21 Rockland
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS’ Keys made to
ner In class three, first prize wav
order Keys made to fit all locks when
won by Mrs. Hazel Flanders. East original keys are lost. House. Offlce or
Code books provide keys for all
Belfast, and second by Mrs. Mary Car
locks without bother. Scissors and
Knives sharpened Promnt service. ReaNash. Camden.
sonabie prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO..
Main St . Rockland Tel 791.
p2-tf

Children of the first five grades
may enjov a story hour given Wed
nesday at the Mathews Memorial
Library at 3 o'clock, with Miss Mar
guerite Haskell in charge.
H. C Bickford of Richwood. N. J.,
who has been guest a few days of his
mother. Mrs. Elizabeth Bickford re
turned home Wednesday .
Rev and Mrs Howard A. Welch
and fon Howard leave today for
'Brewer where they will visit with
i friends for a week.
The Baptist congregation may unite
.
_
Sunday morning with the CongregaUNION
tional in hearing Dr Arthur Grose of ^‘s &.Tcf^A?
! Concord. N. H. the guest preacher port, deceased
The Farm Bureau meets Aug. 6
Rantbit
school win
willoe
be at
RALPH
WENTWORTH,
of
Baptist Church
vnuren .cnooi
ai noon
noon.
Rook
p0rt 5.
demand
will and late
Petition
with Mrs. Belle Kenniston. the subThere Will be no eveningservice atfor Probate thereof, asking that
the
A V ..«* 1-e. 6Uchar
*ame may be proved and allowedand ject for discussion to be Keeping
the
either --------church---------Sunday
- ------.
MISsS vnar- lhat i^tura Testamentary iMite to w_Ila. nAftri».
I .lotte Armstrong
------- ,----------—
s..ntsu
Msrv
J
Wentworth
of
Rockport,
she
House
Glean
will hla\ mo..i. so.o “an J* to#eutrtx nlmK) |n ial(J WU1 i £ L Everett of Milton. Mass., was
in the morning at the Congregational without bond
, .
.
.
, « „
Church
estate SAMUEL o redmond. latr overnight guest Wednesday of A H
of Madison n J. deceased
*22 i Ooss He was accompanied to Maine
• • • •
final account filed for allowance by
Margaret E F Redmond. Dorothy R by Frank Sheridan of Taunton and
Mrs. Nellie W. Wellington
Jones and William F Redmond. 2nd,
Frank Falvey of Brockton.
Executors
t
Mrs. Nellie Weston Wellington. 77.
MARY A LEADBETTR late of North
died at home Monday after an Illness Haven, deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
Notices of Appointment
j of more than three months. Funeral may be proved and allowed and that
I.
L Vreals Register
of ProLetters Testamentary Issue to Ruth M.
_ Charles
_
services were held Wednesday at the Beverage of North Haven, she being the bate ----for the County of Knox. In the
of Maine hereby certify that In the
home. Rev. H. I. Holt officiating. Executrix named in said Will, without* 8tate
following estates the persons were ap
bond
Administrator*.
Executors
Interment was in West Medford, ESTATE CHARLES A WALLACE late of pointed
and Conservators and on the
Friendship, deceased Petition for ad Guardians
Mass.
ministration. asking that Nellie B Wal dates hereinafter named
TIMOTHY J SULLIVAN late of Rock
Mrs. Wellington was a native of lace of Friendship or some other suita
James Connellen of
ble oerson be appointed Admx.. without land. deceased
West Mediord. and attended Arling bond.
Rockland was appointed Admr c t * July
2.
1935.
without
bond
EhTATE MARIA H GLOVER late of
ton High School from which she was
CLARENCE M THOMPSON, late of St
a.
... A
Camden, deceased First and final "Acgraduated. She and Mr. Wellington , count filed for allowance by Irving D Oeorge. deceased Margaret Thompson
of
St Oeorge was appointed Admx July
1 come here five years ago bought the Qlover of Brockton. Mass, Exr
ESTATE EDWTN O LUDWIO. late of 2. 1935. and qualified by filing bund on
McIntyre place and made many Rockland, deceased First and final Ac- same date.
HENRY 8. BASSICK. late of 8outh
friandc in ♦P.ie lAmn
count filed tor allowance by Ethel L.
,' friends
in this town.
Ludwig. Admx
Thomaston, deceased Stilton E Baaslck
of
Thomaston was appointed
Deceased was a member of Ivy i estate ellen r hall, late of Rock- AdmrSouth
July 2. 1935 and qualified by filing
Pivbnfbrnrc
land* deceased
First and final Ac- bond on same date
Chapter O.E.S, OES. Circle, Congre- count filed for allowance by Oeorge W
ELLEN W MILLS, late of Vinalhaven.
gatlonal Church, Dorcas Circle of HaH* Amr
Sidney E Mills of Vinalhaven
4
..
,
Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD, Es- deceased.
appointed Admr July 16. 1935. with
Kings DuUghters, Congregational ! quire, Judge of Probate Court for Knox was
out bond
Ladies Circle and Warren Woman's! c<xtteJt Rocklan<1, Ma,ne
ALLEN C. HOLT, late of Owls Head,
deceased
Mary Barker Holt of Owl's
CHARLES L VEAZIE Register.
Club.. She was ready to do her share
Head was appointed Admx July 16. 1935.
without bond
in the various societies with which
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
CLARA 8 LEE late of Rockland, de
she was affiliated, and will be greatly
Whereas Loulne E Heal of Camden. ceased. Charles W Lee of Rockland wa*
County of Knox and State of Maine, by appointed Admr July 16. 1935. without
missed by all who knew her.
her mortgage deed dated the fourth day bond.
Sympathy i$ tendered the survivors, of October, 1921. and recorded in the
ELLEN R HALL, late of Rockland, de
O
Knox County Registry of Deeds Book 189, ceased. George W. Hall of Rockland wn*
her husband, Charles S. Wellington, | p.ge 304 conveyed to Alien Spear of appointed Admr July 16. 1935. without
Camden
certain parcel of real
sons, Joseph of West Medford and i said
estate altuated In Camden In the County bond.
EDNA C. CRITTENDEN, late of Thom
Fred of Bar Harbor; and three of Knox and bounded as follows:
A certain lot or parcel of land, with aston. deceased Mallta Ella Castner of
grandchildren.
I the buildings thereon, situated In said Thomaston was appointed Exx July 16.
______

•

Advertisement* Io thia column not to
exceed three line* Inserted one* for 2}
cent*, three time* for 90 oent*. Addi g|«*««*****«****M
tional line* Bv* cent* each for on* time
2«b STORY Rouse for sale, all In rood
10 cents for three time*. Six word* repair at 4 Free St . Camden, 1U room*
make a Un*.
and bath, shed and stable. 3-5 acre of
land, extra house lot on Free street.
LEROY 8 ALLEY_________________ 9P96

TO LET
APARTMENT at 16 Knox St. Thom
aston. with five rooms and bath Rent
reasonable. 4 DUNN ST . Thomaston
__ ________
91*83
FIVE-ROOM apartment with bath to
let. TEL 156-W
93.tf
AT 23 Franklin St., downstairs apart
ment of five rooms, garage, to let. 115 per
mo Inquire at 20 FRANKLIN ST 93*95
FURNISHED apartment, centrally lo
cated
Write H B A., care of The
•Courier-Gazette
91-93
AT Ingraham Hill new seven room
house to let
Fine view of Penobscot
Bay Electricity. Tel. 1162-R MARTIN
LERMOND
93-95
MUNRO'S restaurant. Park St . for
sale or to let. Call DAN MUNRO. 105
Umerock 8t Tel. 1106
92-94
FIVE-ROOM bungalow to let. Electric
lights, flush toilet E H PHILBRICK
at Tel. 1188-M
91-tf
CAMP to let at Sandv Shores War
ren Apply at iDORMAN'S SHOE STORE
or Sandy Shores
93*95
LARGE sunny upstairs front room to
l«t at 25 OAK ST
91*83
FURNISHED apartment to let at 14
MASONIC 8T.
90*95
OLD ESTABLISHED Restaurant on
Park St . to let—partly equipped DAN
MUNRO. 105 Llmerock St. Tel 1106
FOUR ROOM tenement to let. flush
closet, electric lights. Apply to LAW
RENCE MILLER
Phone 692-M
89-84
TWO ROOM kitchenette to let un
furnished. Barter Block. Tel 611-W or
1017-J HERBERT B BARTER
92-tf
FURNISHED two-room apartment to
let. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St. Tel. 330
FOUR ROOM tenement at 48 ORACE
St All modern Tel. 133
92-tf
TENEMENT at 52 Summer St. Mod
ern Improvements MRS. A C. McLOON.
33 Grove St Tel 253-^f_
92-tf
MODERN apartment to let In brick
house at 157 T/.LBOT AVE. Apply on
premises._______
37.tr
FIVE-ROOM tenement, to let. electric
lights, toilet *15 month 21 Purchase St.
Call H. B BARTER at 611-W or 1017-J.
_______________ ___________________ 84-tf
TWO four-room apartments to let. In
quire MRS. W S. KENNISTON 176 Main
St Tel. 874-W
84-tf

’

-•

WANTED

»
i
<

POSITION as che* or order cook want
ed. Best of references. HORACE PERRY.
Orace 6t., City.
*tf
FIRST-CLASS experienced all round
cook wanted at a summer hotel. Write
M K . care The Courier-Gazette
92*04
GIRL wanted to assist with general
housework. 3 GILCHRIST ST. Thom
aston
93*95
CAPABLE woman wanted for kitchen
help at ROCKLEDGE INN. Spruce Head
Apply In person.
93-?5
U S GOVERNMENT Jobs — National
examination for Civil Service expected
soon. Open Men-Woinen age 18-50. For
free information to qualify for proper
preparation write CIVIL EMPLOYEES
TRAINING. INC., care The Courier-Ga
zette
93*lt
: I WANT to buy a cheap second-hand
bath tub Apply to CHARLES PERRIN.
Warren.
93*95
ROOMERS wanted with or without
board In private family. 184 SOUTH
MAIN ST. Tel. 526-M._____________ 92-94
WE WILL buy second-hand upright
pianos. BURPEE FURNITURE CO.. Ml
Main St. Tel. 450.
92-tf

Every-Other-Day'

IN SOCIETY

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, August 3, 1935
Joseph Stickney of Belmont. Mass
ALL ARE INVITED
Is visiting Herbert Ellingwood for the
weekend.
Judge Pattangall Will Ad

In addition to paraonal note* retard
A group of Senter-Crane em
ing departure* and arrival*. I hl* depart
ment eapeclally detlre* Information of
social happening*. partta*. muileala. etc. ployes. numbering IS or more, had
Notea aent by mall or telephone will be supper at "Trail's End,'' Ash Point,
gladly received.
TELEPHONE --------------------- 77» or 7M Thursday.

Mrs Mary Williams of Kingston.
Mrs. Puller Douglas of Oardlner Is
guest of Mr. and Mrs C. E. Morse. Pa., is visiting Mrs. Nellie McKay.
Broad street.
•
Broad street.
Mrs. Mary Iverson ot Philadelphia
Charity Club had luncheon at
Rockledge Inn Thursday with Mrs. is visiting Mrs. E. 8. Bird, Broadway.
Mary Iverson of Philadelphia and
Walter W. McAuliffe, youngest son
Mrs Hannah Healey of Springfield.
of
Mrs. Ooldie McAuliffe. Is at Knox
Mass . as special guests
Ho:pltal where he underwent a tonsil
Dr. and Mrs Burnham Walker of operation Thursday morning.

Boston were guests of Dr. Walkers
parents, Mr. and Mrs L. A. Walker.
Bummer street. Thursday. They were
accompanied by Miss Langllle, a
nurse, who was going with them to
Nova Scotia.

The Auxiliary of the Sons of Union
Veterans Is to have a public card
party Tuesday evening at Grand
Army hall, with Miss Mary Sylvester
In charge. Play will begin at 7.30.

dress Open Meeting Tues

day At West Rockport
Republican women of Knox County
have achieved a master stroke in se
curing Judge William R. Pattangall
as the principal speaker of an open
meeting to be held at 2.30 daylight
time, next Tuesday afterndon at the
home of Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton In
West Rockport. Miss Nettle Burleigh
and Mrs. Ellis Spear, both admirable
speakers, will appear with Judge PattangaU.
The Women's Republican Club ot
Knox County extends a general Invi
tation to all Republicans to attend
and cordially urges those of any po
litical faith who are Interested in the
preservation of constitutional govern
ment to be on hand. Judge Pattan
gall has been an aggressive defender
of the constitution for two years and
at present time his utterances are
given strong publicity from all sec
tions of the country.

Mr. and Mrs William Clement at
8outh Thomaston have had as guests
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Clement and
daughter Esther of West Medford,
Mass . and Mr. and Mrs. Oordon Em
Mrs. Ernest Adelman, who Is at
erson and son Everett, of Everett,
Spruce Head, had as guests Thursday
Mass.
her mother, Mrs, Agnes Shepherd;
Mrs. Maurice O. Wilson, Mrs. Jay W.
Membeis
of
Anderson
Camp
and
Mrs. Elonla Tuttle entertained
Oliver. Mrs. Gladys Thurston and
Wednesday evening. In honor of Mrs Auxiliary are invited to a picnic sup daughter Sandra Ellen of Camden
Mary Norton Brown of Brattleboro. per Wednesday by Rev. and Mrs. Her A clam bake and other refreshments
Vt. Quests were oldtime friends, and man Winchenbaugh at their cottage were enjoyed.
at Spruce Head.
the occasion was a very happy one.
Mrs. Carrie Watts Prescott of Dor
Mr. and Mrs. Stanton Olover of
Miss Madeline Bird of Trenton. N
chester, Mass.. Is guest of Mr. and
J, and Mrs Oeorge Snow of Trini Naugatuck. Conn. Mrs. Mayland Mrs. Carl Cassens.
dad. who are spending the summer Morse of Concord. N. H . and Miss
Albert Libby and Nathan Peasley
with their mother, Mrs. Jennie Bird, Emily Webb of Boston arrive this aft
left by motor Priday for a few days' I ernoon, called by the death of Mrs arrived home Wednesday from Oood
trip through the White Mountains. Lucy Qlover, and will be guests at the Will School at Hinckley to spend
home of Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Puller.
month's vacaUon with their parents.
Ouests at Rockledge Inn are Mrs.
Miss Helen Stein, a graduate of
Maurice Orbeton of Bangor, who Is
Mary Norton Brown ot Brattleboro,
Portland, Maine School of Commerce
spending his vacation, with his
Vt., Miss Anne Watson of Booneville.
has left for Boston where she, will
family, it Ellsworth, was the guest
N. Y. Mr. and Mrs Ralph Leach and
train for two weeks In the Ford Serv
son Richard of East Braintree. Mass.;
of Sheriff and Mrs. C. Earle Ludwlck
ice School prior to taking up regular
Rev and Mrs. Charles Hill of Ballston
Thursday, and upon his return was
duties in the Ford Portland offlce.
8pa N. Y: Mrs C. A Holden of Han
accompanied by his mother, Mrs.
over, N. H ; Mr and Mrs. C. P. Earle
Charles
W Orbeton.
Mrs Ella Five who has been at
of Utica. N Y.; Rev and Mrs R L.
Crescent Beach several weeks Is now
Misses Hazel Peterson and Lucille
Ross of Irvington-on-Hudson. N. Y,
with Mrs J R Five. Crescent street
Egan entertained at the Cobb Farm.
and Mrs H. D Ames of Brockton.
South Hope. Thursday evening,
Mass
- Mrs
Waldo
Adams
(Therese
with Miss Olive Pease as honor guest.
White)
and
children
William
and
Mr and Mrs. Lee 8eguin iDaurice
After lunch Miss Pease was "show
Plummer) of Bloomfieltf. N. J., arrive Nancy, who have been spending sev ered” with many kitchen articles
eral
weeks
with
Mrs
Adams'
parents,
today to spend two weeks with Mrs.
which indicates that the kitchen of
Seguin's parents. Mr and Mrs. Lester Mr. and Mrs. W. T. white Lake avenue, her future home will be well stocked.
leave Monday for their home In Du
Plummer.
Others present were Misses Faye and
buque. Iowa
Alice Hodgkins. Mary Small. Mar
Eknilin Williams and James Kenney
of Kingston. Pa , are guests of Ster
Mrs. Karl Packard. Mrs. Fred Greg garet Egan. Alberta Knight. Marie
ory, Mrs. Charles Maxey and Mrs. Dorgan. Ruth Russell. Madeline.
ling Morse.
/ ____
Alice Gregory were guests yesterday Hancom. Nettie Jordan. Sadie Pease.
Mrs. Pranklin Wood is visiting her of Mrs. Inez Strong at Lincolnville Gladys Whittemore, Mrs. Theodore
Perry and Mrs. Ralph A. Smith.
mother, Mrs. Andrew Smith, in Swan's Center.
Island.
Mrs Wiliam A Anderson of Pitts
Alphonso Lunt of Prenchboro has
Sunshine Society is invited to meet been visiting his cousin. Mrs. John O. burg is visiting at her home. 37 Cam
den street.
Monday at the home of Mrs. Lena Stevens, this week.
Merrill. This will be a box picnic
Mr. and Mrs. E M. Lawrence have
and the hostess will serve coffee.
Mrs. Mary Iverson of Philadelphia
as
guests at “Rosecllff.'' their summer
is visiting Mrs. Elmer S Bird and en
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley C. Boynton
joying the glorious Maine weather. home. Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Carter of
flew to Prenchboro this week, called
Mrs. Iverson was formerly a resident Mlama. Fla., and Premont. Ohio. Mr
by the serious illness of Mrs Boyn
and Mrs. Raymond Brown of Wash
of Vinalhaven.
ton's mother. Mrs. Ellen Nickerson.
ington. D. C., Mrs. Winfield Barlow of
Chester B. Jones was a guest of Atlanta. Ga. and Miss Edna Dane of
j New Yor.
Mrs. I. J. Shuman was hostess to
Mr and Mrs. G. D. Oould In Warren
the Corner Club for cards yesterday
Tuesday.
afternoon.
Mrs. E. W. Freeman and Mrs. Kate
Mrs. George Jackson and daughter Hall won honors In bridge when
Nine members of the Emanon Club
Georgia and Col F S. Philbrick mo Chummy Club played Tuesday eve
were entertained by Mrs. Mattie
Oardner, West Meadows. Thursday, tored to Oardiner Wednesday, accom ning at the home of Mrs Herbert R.
panied by Mrs. Jackson's grand Mullen.
when a green vegetable dinner was
mother, Mrs. J. A. Freeman, return
served, augmented by a variety of
Mrs. Joseph Ber^iett of Thomaston
sweets brought by the famous cooks ing to her home after a visit of seven
weeks.
delightfully entertained members of
of the club.
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
Katherine Snow of St. Barnabas Thursday evening nt a combination
Eldred Stevens of Waterville was
at the home of R. L Jones Priday Hospital. Portland is spending a two birthday and beano party. Refresh
weeks' vacation with her parents. Mr. ments Included four birthday cakes.
night.
and Mrs. Milton M. Griffin, at their Honors In beano were won by H. W.
Mrs. A. J Kidd and son Alan and Spruce Head Island cottage.
Thorndike, Otis Trundy and Mrs.
Mrs. Anton Rezac. of Omaha. NebHorace Vose.
Mrs Harvey Pease of Wiscasset was
are visiting their parents. Mr. and
Mrs. J. M. Bartlett, at South guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S.
Miss Lilia Sherman and Mrs.
D. Crosby Tuesday, and with her Robert Pendleton and children,
Thomaston.
mother went to the meeting of the Betty and Evelyn, are spending a
Monday will be a great day at St. Garden Club at Oarthgannon Ledge.
wee kat Islesboro, at the Pendleton
Bernard's Church. Under the name
Mr. and Mrs. Harry N. Johnson of Homestead on Orindle's Point.
of a lawn party, the opening feature Belmont, Mass., was guest last week
will be a doll parade at 2 p m.. and of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cassens.
Miss Marian Brawn, director of
special beano for the children. Sup
religious education at the Baptist
per Is next on the program serving
The Woman's Educational Club will Church in Holvoke. Mass., arrived
to begin at 5 30. During supper and next week hold a box luncheon pic yesterday to spend a month with her
at Intervals in the evening there will nic (each member to take a camp parents. Mr. and Mrs. William Brawn.
be selections by the Rockland City chair) with the E. M. Lawrences. Broadway.
Band, and there will also be beano Roaecliffr;' Beech Street, attractive
Members of the Christmas Sewing
and other games. Committees: Sup lawn from 2 to 8 30 on whatever date
per-Housekeepers: Mrs. J. H. Flana Hon. W. R. Pattangall finds most Club and their husbands had dinner
gan. Mrs. O. C. Knight. Mrs. James convenient to be evening speaker Wednesday night at Rockledge Inn.
Derby. Solicitors: Mrs. Robbins, Mrs members only for afternoon; new Present were Mr. and Mrs. K. C.
Timothy O'Donnell, Miss Mary John members invited to attend any time; Rankin. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Karl,
son, Mrs. Donald Perry. Mrs. Herman general public invited 'or the evening Mayor and Mrs, L. A. Thurston, Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Karl. Mr. and Mrs
Carr. Miss Louise Harrington. Head forum.
Walter C. Ladd, and. Mr. and Mrs
waitresses; Mrs. Perry. Mrs. Francis
Miss Vina Delmonieo, daughter of Osmond Palmer.
Louraine. Tickets: Mrs. John Ranlett. chairman. Misses Rose and Alice Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Delmonieo.
Opportunity Class met Thursday
Flanagan. Ice cream and home-made celebrated her ninth birthday by en
evening
in the First Bantlst parlors.
candy: Miss Winifred Coughlin, Miss tertaining at a beach party at Cres
Forty-four calls were reported for
cent
Beach
Wednesday.
The
guests
Margaret Adams, Miss Marie Dorgan.
the past month. These committees
Pancy table: Mrs. Arthur Doherty. were Betty O'Brien. Beverly Glenwere appointed: Entertainment. Miss
Mrs. John Chisholm. Miss Celia denning. Catherine Libby, Jeanne
Jeannette Philbrook. Mrs. Lillian
Brault.
Parish table: Timothy Bailey, Betty Holmes, Margaret Econ
Joyce; program. Mrs. Eda Post. Por
O’Donnell. Raymond Moulaison. Ar omy. Dorothy Young, Evelyn Sweeney,
the program there was group singing,
thur Doherty, Thomas Chisholm. Mary, Joan and Oloria Rlstanlo, Do
and readings by Mrs. Catherine Col
Beano: Aime Beaudoin, Thomas lores and Bobby Costello. Mary Parlins. Mrs. Cora Richards and Mrs.
Fleming, John Chisholm.
rand, Rita and Leila Lynch, Betty
Cora Pendleton. Refreshments were
Wllscon, Barbara Grover, Norma
served by the hostesses, Mrs. Louise
Bee the‘Marathon Dancers in our Ramsdell, Olennls Butman, Bryce
Ingraham, Mrs. Catherine Collins
Window, also the new General Elec Newman, Gordno Wotton and Carl
and Mrs. PauliNe Saunders. The
tric Radio. House-Sherman, Inc.—ad Hurd. Special guests besides Mr, and
class Is to have an outing next Thurs
Mrs. Antonio Delmonieo were Mrs. day night, at the South Thomaston
Summer clearance sale now in
Edith O'Brien, Mrs. Shelby Glenden- home of Mrs. Marian Lindsey, memprogress at Alfreda Perry’s, 7 Llme
ning and Mrs. Margaret Libby. The berfs and families Invited. Take bas
rock St., Rockland—Adv.
91-92
party was held at the family's Cres ket lunch and dishes. Havener's bus
cent Beach cottage. Much enjoy will leave the First Baptist Church
ment was derived from the games. at 6. If stormy, the outing will be
Refreshments were served.
held the next day.
Miss Caroline Jameson and Mrs.
Eadie Leach who are on an extended i
European tour, are remembering their
Rockland friends with attractive
cards and messages telling of their
wonderful experiences In many for
eign lands.
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ind Breakwater

’ Realm of Music j
By Gladys St. Clair Morgan

•

Rockland has a new singing organi few weeks ago he saw one demon
zation. It has not been officially strated and also had the opportunity
named or made a public appearance, to play on one. H« was amazed at
but It Is "going strong nevertheless, the possibilities.
• • • •
and may be heard from yet. Its
The calamity which befell the
members are drawn from tile chUdren
In the immediate neighborhood of tenor In the recent presentation of
my home, and this Is the story. For "Rlgoletto" at Boston Opera House
some weeks these children. In groups has recalleu to one of the columnists
ranging from three to ten. have been aa similar misfortune with Geraldine
coming tn the early evening and beg Farrar as the central figxtre. She
ging for a song. Loving children and was singing Carmen, and her en
loving to sing, it has been a happy trance one night was memorable.
task for me. but one night not so She rushed over the bridge and down
long ago, feeling rather tired. I said: the steps and through the chorus
"Who knows ‘Home on the Range'?" to the footlight. And on the way
What a chorus of "yeas”! And then something broke. "Maybe a safety
we all sang. The group that par pin. or a string tied to a vita^spot
rate certain garments
ticular night comprised Kathleen At any
and Katherine Dean. Charles and descended. Too late to grab, too late
Margaret Huntley. Robert. Helen and to do anything about It at all. Even
Kathleen Paul, and Sandra. Cynthia the audience tittered. And the con
and "Buddy" Hallowell. I discovered ductor nearly swallowed his upper
there were unusually good voices In set. But the chorus rallied around.
the group, and we had such a wonder The manager signaled the orchestra
ful sing, “My Bonny", “Jingle Bells." to go back 15 bars, the while Jerry
"Lavendar's Blue," "Billy Boy", mingled with the cigaret girls and
"Bonny Eloise". "8llent Night", and village lads, and they kicked the little
many others, ending with "America'' garments one to the other and out
with everyone standing at attention. Into the wings. Whereupon Jerry
There have been other sings since tightened her belt and preceeded to
and we hepe to have still more. These allure Jose.”
• • • •
children are a fine example of what
Godowsky.
the granddaddy of
music In our schools Is doing. I have
been particularly Impressed by the pianists, had been listening to an
lovely tone quality, seeing therein appalling exhibition one afternoon,
the results of Esther Rogers' splendid the debut of a sweet young thing.
understanding work os public school “Well," he slghe/, “thank God, there
are pianists, and those who play
music supervisor.
the piano."
• • • •
• r• •
The announcement of the Ham
The new SS. Normandie. In addi
mond Orgar has met with wide Inter
est It Is a new musical instrument. tion to other luxuries, offers recitals
It Is not a pipe organ in that It con by eminent musical artists, who are
tains no pipes nor does It contain any Invited as first class passengers
air pressure system or vibrating parts (across the aea and back) and thus
It Is an organ, however, since It Is enjoy a vocation even while they are
giving pleasure to others. Have you
capable of producing organ tone.
It creates musical tones electrically, read the article about advertising the
covering the entire range of musical Normandie which appears in the
tone color with extraordinary beauty latest copy Reader's Digest? Don"
and flexibility. There is instantly mbs it!
••••
available an infinite variety of tones
The library of baritone music, one
covering the flute, diapason, string
and reed families. The pre-set keys of the most complete In the world,
select ready-mixed tonalities, and In which Louis Graveure collected be
addition there is a simple and con fore he forsook the baritone reglsvenient system by which the organist I ter to become a tenor. Is to be sold at
can mix any tone color desired. By {auction. Graveure is one of the
reason of its mechanism it can never j finest artists Rockland has ever
be out of tune, ft has wtiat Is called heard. That was some years ago
an “expression pedal”, a feature all and he was then a bartione. 'We
by Itself, the swell pedal having a wonder what he Is like as a tenor.
• • • •
wide dynamic range approximately
The Philadelphia Academy of
three times that of any pipe organ.
This wonderful instrument, which Music, fame us as an auditorium since
hints the revolutionizing of the organ, its opening night, Peb 25, 1857, has
is built by The Hammond Clock Co. been placed on the auction block. If
When James O'Hara was in Boston a no owner is found, the site may be
come a parking lot. Most of the
MRS. LUCY ANDREWS GLOVER great musicians of the past 78 years
have appeared in this building, and
The death 8unday of Mrs Lucy many distinguished political person
Andrews Glover, st the Orono home ages have spoken from its stage.
• • • •
of her son, John Glover, marks the
close of the life of one known to the
older generaton of Rockland, where
she was born In 1860. a daughter of
the late Orris and Lucy Andrews,
whose home was on Summer street.
Her husband was the late Joseph
Olover of Camden, and she is sur
vived by sons John and Stanton
Glover; a sister, Mrs Frank W. Puller
of Rockland, and a brother. Prank O.
Andrews of Willoughby. Ohio. Burial
services will be held Sunday at 3
o'clock, at the Mountain View ceme
tery In Camden. Rev Corwin Olds of
Rockland, officiating.
Dr and Mrs. Harold Pillsbury and
family. Miss Jennie Pillsbury, and
Miss Pranklin. who have been at the
Oonla cottage. Crescent Beach, for
a few weeks, have returned to Bal
timore.

<By Zenette Hall)

Rockland Breakwater Aug. 3. The
SamOset social gaiety was at a high
Iieak this week, with several large
parties, as well as the more Informal
gatherings for smaller groups of
hotel and cottage colonists. Smimmlng in the outdoor pool, continues
to be the most popular pastime and
each noon finds the platform and
pool crowded. Golf, tennis and lawn
putting arc also enjoyed.
• • • •
Mrs. John A. Cochran of Brooklyn
gave a large bridge and tea at her
tayfront cottage on the SamOset
estate. Her guests included her house
guest. Mrs. Joseph K. Smith of
Brooklyn and her daughter. Mrs.
Frances C. Jackson; Mrs. George P
Westerfleld. Mrs. Howard W. Albro.
Mrs. Leonard L. Hill. Mrs. Charles
W. Baker, Mrs. Albert Haustetter,
Mrs. Frederick Ballard and Mrs.
Alfred) E Omm.'n. of New York.
Misses Letitia and Frances Pearsort.
Mrs. Louis O. Rountree, the Misses
Anna and Florence Logan. Mrs. Dean
C. Osborne and her sister. Mrs. James
Fawcett. Mrs Watson H. Caldwell
and Mrs David F. Manning of Brook
lyn. Mrs. Francis Lalmbeer and Miss
Dorothea Laimbeer of Oarden City.
L. I., Mrs. George O. Tenney and Mrs.
Karl W. Corby of Washington, Mrs.
Lindsey Hall of Orantwood. N. J.,
Mrs. William R Riddle of Toronto.
Mrs. Justlln M. Ufflnger of Summit,
N. J., Mrs. Oeorge Snow of Provi
dence, Mr. O. M. Mink of Boston
and Mrs. William Anderson Mrs.
Stanley Buck. Mrs. William J. Collins.
Mrs. Joseph T. Beardwood. Mrs. Earl
M. Anderson Mrs. Chester Clark.
Mrs. J. Scott Fowler and Mrs.
Bernard Wilmsen of Philadelphia.
• • • »
Mr and Mrs. W. R. Koop of Essex
Falls. N. J., arrived today for the
month of August. Mr. Koop Is the
president of the Great American
Insurance Company.
j • * *
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Freeman of
Maplewood. N. J.. Joined the season
colony at the hotel yesterday as did
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Throckmorton of
Jersey City whl are annual visitors.
• • • •
Richard Lunn, son of U. S. Senator
Lunn will arrive Tuesday to visit Mr.
and Mrs. Karl W. Corby of Washing
ton and their daughter. Miss Mary
Ellen Corby. Mrs. Charles I. Corby,
who Is at Saranac Lake will join her
family hare next week for a visit.
• • • •
Charles J Elsenlohr of Philadelphia
entertained several friends yesterday
on a cruise abroad his yacht the
Charmarie.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. William J Collins of |

To the many inquiries I am receiv
ing regarding the usual Curtis Mem
orial concerts at Camden, I can only
say that no information has been
forthcoming as yet. It is rumored
there are to be no concerts this sum
mer. but—that is merely rumor.
Philadelphia, members of the Sam

Oset cottage colony, motored to China |r
COLONIAL CRAFTS EXHIBIT
Maine, for a visit Priday. Wednes-1
day evening they gave a bridge and
Mcntpeller Home Industries shop
buffet supper.
located in the Knox Mansion. Thom
The weekly lawn putting tourna
aston. offers to the tourist visiting
ment was enjoyed by more than 50
this beautiful building an opportunity
players who were later Joined by the
onlookers for tea which was served “»•'« what
of our Maine people
on the Terrace. Among the play- are making in their homes to sell
ers were Mrs. A. S. Carman. Mr. and during the summer season when folk
Mrs. James Magee and their daugh- (rom un parts of the country are en
ters the Misses Audrey and Rose- jOy,„g our gtatf The shop sponmary Magee. Mis. Oertrude Nolan.
cxhlblu o( var,ous klnds Bf.
Mr and Mrs. Justin Ufflnger. Mr. and
Mrs K W Corby. Mrs. O. M Mink. CaUse °f ,he lnt<rest
ln
Mr and Mrs. C. A. Loomis, Dr and
Mrs. P. C. Boomer. Mrs. Oeorge Snow,
Miss Mary Ellen Corby. Carl K. Corby
Jr., Miss Prances Pearson Mrs
Prances C. Jackson. Mrs. Earl Anderson. Mr. Prank Buck, Misses Mary
and Elsie Emery Misses Estelle and
Helen Picks and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Picks.

the exhibit of ship models which
were displayed from July 25 to 30. the
committee ln charge has planned an
exhibit of Colonial Crafts to be held
Aug. 16 to 20. Old pieces of needlework, weaving etc. will be Included,
Already many have offered to co-operate by loaning articles of historic
interest.

LUCIEN K. GREEN

FINE FURS
NOW SHOWING

A NEW COLLECTION

FOR FALL AND WINTER
Odd Fellows Block

Second Floor

16 School Street

Telephone 541

ROCKLAND. MAINE
848-Ttf

PAR

MONDAY AND
TUESDAY

EDMUND LOWE • CLAIRE TREVOR

TOM BROWN * EUGENE PALLETTE
TODAY—BUCK JONES in "BORDER BRIGANDS”

THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES

SPECIAL REDUCTION

E. B. HASTINGS

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

A CO.

Recent guests of Mr- and Mrs. John
Newman were Miss Mildred Moore of
West Acton, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
Wase.v Newman of Malden.

Twodoitn
hoart-breaking
co-odo lead Ihe

boyo a merry

Mrs. Olive Walker is epending two
weeks with her father, John 8tanley.
In Swan's Island. She Is accompanied
by her sister. Mrs George Wallace of
Bath.
Mrs. G. Milton Priese and daughter
Jeanette, of Plainfield. N. J., are ex
pected Tuesday to spend a week with j
Mrs. Priese's mother. Mrs. C. P Sim
mons. Talbot avenue. Mr. Priese and
son George will Join them at the end
of the week, and the family will be
at the beach for a more extended stay.

Mr. and Mrs. H. P Blodgett enter
tained At a wienie roast Wednesday
night at their cottage at Jefferson
Lake, complimenting their guest. Miss
Josephine Pardee of Stratford. Conn.
Ouests were Mr. and Mts. M. P. LoveJoy. Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Helller, Mr
and Mrs. J. A. Jameson and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert McKinley or UnlOh. Miss
Pardee, a former superintendent at j
Knox Hospital, Is being warmly
greeted by the many friends she made I

here at that time.

cheoe in the
gayeot mail-

RYTEX

comedy that

GREYTONE

iree college

ever hit a oeie-

Printed with Name and Address
on sheets and envelopes—or.
monogram on sheets, and enve
lopes plain.
100 SINGLE sniETS
50 ENVELOPES
OR
50 DOUBLE SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES
Fine quality Greytone paper in
blue, grey, ivory, or orchid. *lth
printing in blue, black, brown, or
violet ink.

eampui!

For August Only
Buy several boxes of this smart
•tationcry at this unusually low
price!
We have 23 other styles to pick from.
CaU in and see our completr line of samples.
POSTAGE 10c EXTRA

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

NOW
PLAYING
"(IIARI.IE
CIIAN IN
EGYPT'
with
WARNER
OI.AND
Bunday Show Sponsored By Winslow-Holbrook Post, No. 1, A. L.
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GIVE J

TO ROCKLAND’S REORGANIZED

GIVE!

COMMUNITY CHEST
•

•i

*

$5,000 IS NEEDED FOR ALL ORGANIZATIONS UNTIL JULY 1, 1936
SUSTAIN THE WORK !

HELP THE NEEDY!

DO YOUR PART !

Give Generously — Give Now — Help Relieve Hunger, Sickness, Poverty, Friendlessness and Sorrow!

YOU CAN RENDER NO GREATER SERVICE TO OUR COMMUNITY NOW

THIS IS THE CARD YOU WILL BE ASKED TO

Because of the terrific need in our community and of

. SIGN THIS COMING WEEK.

the deplorable financial condition of every one of our

IF A WORKER DOES NOT CALL ON YOU

social service organizations it has been absolutely neces

KINDLY FILL OUT AND MAIL IN!

sary to revive our Community Chest at once. The tem

porary suspension of the Chest a few years ago has re
sulted in practically every organization becoming unable

The Rockland Community Chest Association

to continue its necessary work, in spite of the greatest
demands each of them has ever had.
i •

I

The Salvation Army is back in the Chest and there
will be no other Campaign this year for anything. Every

one of our agencies is of vital importance and in addition

I*

to The Salvation Army which serves Rockland and the
■» £

surrounding community, the Chest includes the Home

<47 MAIN STREET
S...................................... Rockland, Maine
.................... ISIS
I hereby agree. In consideration of the subscriptions of others,
to pay to the Treasurer of The Rockland Community Chest Asscriation. Inc., for thr support of its work and of ita member or
ganisations. for the fiscal year ending July 1. 1936. the sum of
. .................................. . ......................... .......... Dolls rs
Payable .................................................... .. .................................... 193.
Signed
...’......... ............................ -................. —-.
Street and Number ........ ______ ................ ........ ..

-t

Town and State ........................ ............... !•••..............
Please mske all checks payable to Homer E. Robinson.
Campaign Treasurer

for Aged Women, The Red Cross District Nurse and a
modest amount for the Boy Scouts and for repairs to
the Civil War Memorial Building.

PAY MONTHLY, QUARTERLY OR SEMIANNUALLY!

There is no duplica

tion of effort among any of the organizations in this

Help Everybody—Both Large and Small Subscription*
Needed!

community.

FIVE GOOD REASONS FOR GIVING TO ROCKLAND’S COMMUNITY CHEST
FOR THE OLD

FOR THE SICK

FOR THE POOR

HOME
FOR AGED WOMEN

RED CROSS
NURSING SERVICE

•
THE
SALVATION ARMY

FOR THE VETERANS

FOR THE BOYS

•

THE
BOY SCOUTS

GAR
MEMORIAL BUILDING

- GENERAL CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE HOMER E. ROBINSON, Campaign Treasurer
W. O. FULLER, Honorary Chairman
GEORGE B. WOOD, General Chairman
KNOTT C. RANKIN, Chairman Men’s Division
MRS. MARY E. SOUTHARD, Chairman Women’s Division
DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
WILLIS I. AYER
MRS. ANNABELLE BERRY
H. P. BLODGETT
MRS. H. P. BLODGETT
P. P. BICKNELL
MRS. P. P. BICKNELL
MRS. CHARLES H. BERRY
MISS LENORE W. BENNER
E. F. BERRY
MRS. E. F. BERRY
HENRY B. BIRD
REV. CHARLES E. BROOKS
A. E. BRUNBERG

CAPT. VICTOR BROWN
MRS. WILLIAM I. COBB
FRED A. CARTER
KENNEDY CRANE
MRS. HELEN M. CLARK
I. LESLIE CROSS
('. H. DUFF
ELMER C. DAVIS
( II ARLES A. EMERY
DR. WILLIAM ELLINGWOOD
MRS. WILLIAM ELLINGWOOD
JOSEPH EMERY
I1R. B. E. FLANDERS
LOUIS W. FICKETT

W. O. FULLER
MRS. W. O. FULLER
FRANK W. FULLER
MILTON M. GRIFFIN
A. W. GREGORY
11. O. GUROV
CHARLES G. HEWETT
DR. E. B. HOWARD
MRS. OLIVER F. HILLS
ALFRED HOCKING
FRANK II. INGRAHAM
LUCIUS JONES
MRS. A. C. JONES
CLARENCE JOY

REV. E. O. KENYON
CHAUNCEY KEENE
DR. JAMES KENT
MISS CAROLINE LITTLEFIELD
WALTER C. LADD
DONALD LEACH
MRS. G. A. LAWRENCE
E. K. LEIGHTON
REV. J. C. MacDONALD
ALLAN F. McALARY
earle

c.

mcintosh

MRS. MABEL McLOON
MRS. FRANCES NORTON
MRS. KATHERINE NORTON

REV. CORWIN H. OLDS
MRS. ENSIGN OTIS
A. E. ORFF
O. A. PALMER
DR. E. W. PEASLEE
E. C. PAYSON
ALBERT S. PETERSON
MONTORO R. PILLSBURY
W. 11. RHODES
KNOTT C. RANKIN
HOMER E. ROBINSON
JOHN M. RICHARDSON
MRS. MARY PERRY RICH
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

R. S. SHERMAN
MRS. SUELLA SHELDON
J. N. SOUTHARD
MRS. MARY E. SOUTHARD
CHARLES T. SMALLEY
MRS. J. O. STEVENS
BASIL H. STINSON
MRS. ETTA STODDARD
MRS. MABEL SHERMAN
MRS. KENNETH R. SPEAR
WILLIAM SANSOM
MRS. CORA F. TALBOT
E. L. TONER
F. A. TIRRELL, JR.

R. E. THURSTON
HON. LEFOREST A. THURSTON
E. R. VEAZIE
GEORGE B. WOOD
MRS. GEORGE B. WOOD
LOUIS A. WALKER
RORERT A. WEBSTER
MRS. EVA WISNER
F. A. WINSLOW
M. E. WOTTON
MRS. M. E. WOTTON

THIS ADVERTISEMENT IS MADE POSSIBLE BY THE FOLLOWING ROCKLAND BUSINESS FIRMS
WHO BELIEVE IN THE IMPORTANT WORK OF THE COMMUNITY CHEST
M.E. WOTTON & SON
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
McDOUGALL-LADD CO.
McLOON SALES & SERVICE
ROCKLAND COAL CO.
PERRY’S MARKETS
CLARENCE F. JOY
BICKNELL MANUFACTURING CO.
SENTER-CRANE COMPANY
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
SEA VIEW GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO. FULLER-COBB, INC.
KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
JOHN BIRD CO.
GREGORYS
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.
W. H. GLOVER & CO.
VESPER A. LEACH SPECIALTY STORE
E. B. CROCKETT 5c & 10c TO $1.00 STORES
ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT LIME CORP.
CUTLER’S
STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

I

